Management Plan 2017 - 2022
Mid Wales Red Squirrel Focal Site
Optimising Habitat Management for Red Squirrels

Photo of red squirrels on front cover:
Top: Becca Vincent
Below: Margaret Holland.

PART 1: STATEMENT
Location: O.S. Landranger maps 146 (Lampeter & Llandovery) and 147 (Elan Valley & Builth Wells).
Site centre: (Approx.) SN743512

Size: 15,140 ha.

Conservation status: The red squirrel is listed in appendix III of the Bern Convention and is protected
under Schedules 5 and 6 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. It is an offence to intentionally kill or
injure a red squirrel or intentionally or recklessly damage or destroy any structure or place a red squirrel
uses for shelter or protection, or to disturb a red squirrel while it occupies such a place.
In July 2009 both the Welsh Minister for the Environment, Sustainability and Housing and the Minister
for Rural Affairs approved the Conservation Plan for Red Squirrels in Wales. This document provides a
framework for the conservation and recovery of the red squirrel in Wales. The Plan identifies three
focal sites for red squirrel action, including a focal site in Mid Wales where the forests of Powys,
Carmarthenshire and Ceredigion meet. The Ministers agreed that urgent strategic action be taken in
these three focal sites for the conservation and recovery of the red squirrel in Wales.
The focal site encompasses the Cwm Doethie-Mynydd Mallaen Oakwoods Special Area of
Conservation (SAC), as well as Allt Rhyd y Groes National Nature Reserve and Nant Irfon National
Nature Reserve.
Land ownership: A variety of land owners and managers. The majority of woodland is owned by the
Welsh Government and managed by Natural Resources Wales. However, private forest companies
such as UPM Tilhill and Pryor and Rickett. manage a substantial area of conifer woodland in the Focal
Site. There are also a large number of small landowners and farmers that manage small woodlands
within the Focal Site.
Description: The Focal Site is divided into two parts, a core area and a buffer zone. The majority of red
squirrels in mid Wales are located in the core of the focal site.
The core of the Focal Site consists mainly of non-native coniferous forestry plantations, surrounded by
extensive livestock farms. Llyn Brianne reservoir lies to the south east of the core of the focal Site. The
village of Abergwesyn lies within the core; as well as a number of scattered dwellings and
smallholdings.
The buffer of the Focal Site encircles the core, apart from to the northeast, where the core area borders
on open moorland. The buffer of the Focal Site does include some conifer woodland, but also many
small, privately-owned, broadleaved woodlands, surrounded by livestock farms. A number of villages
and the small towns of Tregaron, Llanwrtyd Wells, Lampeter and Llandovery border or lie within the
buffer zone.
Context: Following the arrival of grey squirrels in mid Wales in the late 1950s the red squirrel population
retreated to the upper Tywi valley where extensive coniferous plantations in the Cambrian Mountains
buffered on much of their boundary by extensive open upland habitat offered a partial refuge. The
population of red squirrels in the mid Wales Focal Site is thought to have declined to between 100 and
500 individuals.
The Mid Wales Red Squirrel Partnership (MWRSP) aims to protect and expand the genetically unique
population of red squirrels in mid Wales. Since its inception in 2002 the Mid Wales Red Squirrel
Partnership (MWRSP) has worked to establish a sound baseline of information about the red squirrel
population in mid Wales leading to the development of a robust understanding of the work required to
conserve them.
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Fig. 1: The Mid Wales Red Squirrel Focal Site
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Management Objective:
To maintain and where possible enhance the red squirrel population and its habitat in mid Wales.
How this will be achieved:
1. Control of grey squirrels, with focus on the buffer zone of the Focal Site.
2. Optimising habitat management to increase the suitability of forests for red squirrels.
3. Research into and monitoring of the distribution and status of red squirrels in mid Wales.
4. Advocacy and education, to raise awareness of the red squirrel population in mid Wales, to

increase understanding of its conservation needs.
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Grey squirrel control
Conservation significance: Grey squirrel control remains critical to the MWRSP achieving its
objective. Grey squirrels dominate food resources; this competitive exclusion from food sources
causes weight loss in red squirrels, reducing chances of winter survival and breeding success.
The Squirrelpox virus (parapox), can be carried by grey squirrels without causing them harm, red
squirrels have no immunity and the disease usually proves fatal. Significant riparian sessile oak
woodlands within the buffer zone host populations of grey squirrels, which periodically invade the
red squirrel core area.
Background: Grey squirrel control has been funded for a number of years on several privatelyowned sites through the Better Woodlands for Wales (BWW) and Glastir grant schemes from
Welsh Government, but this has not achieved coordinated or systematic coverage. Two
significant grants to WTSWW in 2011 (Environment Wales) and 2012 (Welsh Government)
allowed MWRSP to pilot landscape-scale grey squirrel control using contractors. This approach
proved ecologically successful, but financially unsustainable. Consequently in 2014, funds were
sought from Environment Wales and other donors for a five year project officer (hosted by
WTSWW). A Trap Loan Scheme (TLS) was set up in the red squirrel Focal Site, to give local
people free access to trapping equipment, training and support for grey squirrel control. The TLS
operates via a network of ‘hubs’ headed by volunteers, who co-ordinate trapping activity in their
local areas. These local community networks of trappers present a more sustainable model of
grey squirrel control and complement the trapping carried out by contractors funded through
Welsh Government grant schemes.
Planned Action: The MWRSP will continue to develop the TLS and to work closely with Welsh
Government to improve Grant Scheme rules with the aim of enabling of more comprehensive
grey squirrel control within the Focal Site.
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Optimising habitat management for red squirrels:
Conservation significance: Red squirrels have been able to persist in the forest of mid Wales due
to forest composition making the area relatively unsuitable for grey squirrels. In order to
safeguard the red squirrel population in the Focal Site a balance needs to be maintained between
ensuring sufficient feeding habitat for red squirrels without encouraging grey squirrels. Patches of
good feeding habitat are needed within a wider matrix of lower quality habitat (e.g. Sitka spruce).
Forest connectivity needs to be maintained between these Key Areas throughout the felling
cycles to enable movement of red squirrels between patches of feeding habitat.
Background: Influencing land management remains a significant area of work with many
challenges. Significant threats are still posed by the large size, location and scale of clear-fell
coupes, inappropriate clear-felling of Key Areas, Phytophthora ramorum disease of larch, loss of
arboreal connectivity and forest fragmentation. The failure to replant some important tree species
(future proofing) is a potential threat to future red squirrel food supplies and habitat. Tree felling
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can also be a direct potential threat to red squirrels living in close proximity to forestry operations.
Planned Action: The MWRSP will continue to work with forest managers to inform forest design
planning, with a view to developing the Mid Wales Red Squirrel focal Site as an excellent
example of best practice for integrating commercial timber objectives with biodiversity objectives.
As part of a management planning process, we will focus on maintaining ‘Key Areas’, stands of
conifer species such as lodgepole pine, Norway spruce and Scots pine, and maintaining
landscape connectivity during the process of clear-fell rotation. Land management advice is
guided by a habitat suitability study (Cartmel & Denman 2012). The MWRSP will also advise
forest managers on appropriate measures to take to avoid harm to red squirrels during forest
operations. The MWRSP will continue to work to ensure that red squirrel conservation issues are
incorporated in all relevant plans and policies that affect the mid Wales’ forests and that these
plans policies are implemented effectively.
3.

Research and Monitoring of the Distribution and Status of Red Squirrels:
Conservation significance: If the MWRSP is to work to protect and enhance the population of red
squirrels in mid Wales, an awareness of the distribution and status of red squirrels is important in
order to target conservation action and to assess if conservation measures have been effective.
Background: Research into the red squirrel population is also ongoing and ties closely with
volunteer and public engagement. This work remains key to our understanding of the red squirrel
and its needs in mid Wales. The MISE project, which was part-funded by the European Regional
Development Fund (ERDF) through the Ireland Wales Programme (INTERREG 4A), has
contributed to red squirrel research as part of the Partnership’s activity by undertaking monitoring
and research such as monitoring of hair tubes and camera traps, live-trapping and radio-tracking
of red squirrels.
Planned Action: The low density of red squirrels makes assessment of their status difficult; we
will seek a proxy measure to help quantify our future impact, with the intention of recording
increasing red squirrel numbers as a success indicator. The Partnership will develop
relationships with universities and with other conservation organisations to work together to
further investigate the distribution and status of red squirrels in mid Wales.
The MWRSP will continue to monitor the red squirrel population in mid Wales, using a series of
volunteer-monitored camera traps, in conjunction with trapping of grey squirrels if they begin to
use the feeders. The MWRSP website has a facility to report sightings of red squirrels; we will
encourage use of this facility to inform where red squirrels are currently active.
Advocacy and Education:
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Conservation significance: Effective conservation of red squirrels in mid Wales requires public
support and involvement. To encourage public involvement, it is essential that an awareness of
the presence of red squirrels and their conservation needs is promoted.
Background: There remains a significant need for advocacy work. Public awareness of the
presence and needs of red squirrels in mid Wales remains low, but is growing.
Planned Action: The MWRSP will work to raise public awareness via the circulation of press
releases, website development, leaflet distribution, delivery of talks and the presence of an
information stand at local events. The MWRSP has worked with primary school groups in the
past, and will continue to do so, by piloting a red squirrel education programme, developed at
Escot Park, with local primary schools.

Success indicators:


Grey squirrel control in place across a significant area of the mid Wales red squirrel Focal Site, with
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focus on the buffer zone in particular.


At least eight active volunteer groups and at least fifty volunteers actively controlling grey squirrels.



Long term trend of decline in numbers of grey squirrels caught (as a ratio to effort expended).



Forest managers producing and following management plans that are sympathetic to red squirrel
requirements.



An increase in the size and extent of the red squirrel population in the focal area.
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Summary
This management plan is a result of collaborative work between the Wildlife Trust of South and West Wales,
private forestry companies and Natural Resources Wales, on behalf of the Mid Wales Red Squirrel Partnership. The
purpose of this Plan is to assist the Partnership in achieving its aim of maintaining and enhancing the red squirrel
population and its habitat in mid Wales.
The red squirrel population in mid Wales represents one of only three significant populations of red squirrels
remaining in Wales. In recognition of this fact, the area surrounding the upper Tywi Valley is designated as a Focal
Site for red squirrel conservation, as defined by the Conservation Plan for Red Squirrels in Wales (2009). The
spread of non-native grey squirrels since the 1950s has resulted in the exclusion of red squirrels from the majority
of Wales; the large areas of commercial conifer forest present in mid Wales are an exception. These commercial
forests persist only as a consequence of their continued economic viability. This plan was created to reach
consensus on sympathetic management operations by the many parties involved with the purpose of helping to
support red squirrels whilst safeguarding the commercial interests of the forest owners and managers.
The critical threat to red squirrels in the UK, their legally protected status, and their unique vulnerability to changes
in forest management, combined with the long term planning required to influence forest composition, have made
this plan a priority for the Partnership.
The Management Plan is a series of maps and text that describes the core of the Mid Wales Focal Site, and
provides details of proposed forest operations that will determine future habitat suitability for red squirrels for the
5 year period 2017 – 2021, with supplementary notes on other significant measures such as grey squirrel control.
This land management plan forms one part of the Mid Wales Red Squirrel Partnership’s wider action plan, which
also incorporates advocacy and education initiatives, volunteer engagement and grey squirrel control.

Crynodeb
Mae'r cynllun rheoli hwn yn ganlyniad i waith ar y cyd rhwng Ymddiriedolaeth Natur De a Gorllewin Cymru,
cwmnïau coedwigaeth preifat ac Adnoddau Naturiol Cymru, ar ran Partneriaeth Gwiwerod Coch Canolbarth Cymru.
Diben y Cynllun hwn yw cynorthwyo'r Bartneriaeth i gyflawni ei nod o gynnal a gwella poblogaeth y wiwer goch a'i
chynefin yng nghanolbarth Cymru.
Mae’r boblogaeth wiwerod coch yn y Canolbarth yn un o ddim ond tair poblogaeth sylweddol o wiwerod coch sydd
ar ôl yng Nghymru. Oherwydd hyn, mae’r ardal oddi amgylch Blaenau Tywi wedi'i dynodi'n Brif Barth Gwarchod ar
gyfer cadwraeth y wiwer goch, yn unol â’r diffiniad gan y Cynllun Cadwraeth ar gyfer Gwiwerod Coch yng Nghymru
(2009). Mae lledaeniad gwiwerod llwyd anfrodorol ers y 1950au wedi arwain at gau allan gwiwerod coch o'r rhan
fwyaf o Gymru; mae’r ardaloedd helaeth o goedwigoedd coniffer masnachol yn y Canolbarth yn eithriad. Unig
reswm parhad y coedwigoedd masnachol hyn yw eu hyfywedd economaidd. Lluniwyd y cynllun hwn er mwyn
cytuno ar ddulliau rheolaeth priodol gan bawb sy’n ymwneud â’r gwaith - a hynny er mwyn helpu gwiwerod coch a
diogelu buddiannau masnachol y perchnogion a rheolwyr y coedwigoedd ar yr un pryd.
Mae’r cynllun hwn yn flaenoriaeth i’r Bartneriaeth yn sgil y bygythiad argyfyngus i wiwerod coch yn y DG, eu
statws gwarchodaeth gyfreithiol, a’r ffaith eu bod yn agored i niwed pan fo newidiadau i reolaeth coedwigoedd,
ynghyd â'r cynllunio hirdymor sydd ei angen i ddylanwadu ar gyfansoddiad coedwig.
Mae'r Cynllun Rheoli yn gyfres o fapiau a thestun sy'n disgrifio craidd y Prif Barth Gwarchod, ac mae’n rhoi
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manylion am yr hyn sy’n debygol o ddigwydd i’r goedwig ac a fydd yn pennu pa mor addas fydd y cynefin i wiwerod
coch yn y pum mlynedd 2017 – 21. Hefyd, ceir nodiadau atodol ar gamau pwysig eraill megis rheoli gwiwerod
llwyd.
Mae'r cynllun rheoli tir hwn yn un rhan o’ gynllun gweithredu ehangach gan Bartneriaeth Gwiwerod Coch
Canolbarth Cymru, sydd hefyd yn cynnwys camau eiriolaeth ac addysg, ymgysylltiad gwirfoddolwyr a rheoli'r wiwer
lwyd.
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Photo: Red Squirrels in Mid Wales, July 2015
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Introduction:
A partnership approach to land management, involving all of the stakeholders in the Mid Wales Red Squirrel Focal
Site is the only approach that will secure suitable habitat and a future for the red squirrel in mid Wales. As home
to one of only three significant populations of red squirrels remaining in Wales, it is of upmost importance, in
environmental, cultural and economic terms, to conserve this iconic species for future generations.
Current threats to the habitat of the red squirrel population in mid Wales include the large size, location and scale
of clear-fell coupes and inappropriate clear-felling of Key Species. Unsympathetic felling can have a negative effect
on red squirrels by removing arboreal connectivity, destroying breeding and feeding sites and degrading the
habitat suitability for red squirrels. This can lead to forest fragmentation and habitat isolation, reducing the total
area of suitable habitat but also reducing the ability of red squirrels to use the available habitat, leading to local
extinction of red squirrel populations. Larch felling as a reaction to Phytophthora ramorum disease has been and
will be a factor leading to further felling in the mid Wales Focal Site.
The failure to replant some important tree species (future proofing) is a potential threat to future red squirrel food
supplies and habitat. In the near future, the planned programme of open peat restoration, involving the removal
of tree cover, could be a considerable threat to habitat availability for red squirrels in mid Wales. Investigations
into potential sites for restoration of peatland habitat are on-going and decisions are yet to be made on which sites
this will affect. Although the biodiversity value of addressing the issue of plantations on deep peat is recognised,
the permanent loss of food resource and arboreal connectivity will need to be compensated for.
It must be remembered that the main reason that red squirrels have been able to persist in the forests of mid
Wales is due to the composition of plantation forestry making the area relatively unsuitable for grey squirrels.
Without the large forestry plantations in and around the Tywi valley, the colonisation of non-native grey squirrels
in mid Wales would have heralded the demise of the red squirrel, as is the case in most of Britain. The non-native
forests were not planted with the aim of conserving red squirrels; rather they were planted as a commercial crop
to bring in a return for investors. The creation of habitat suitable for red squirrels is a fortunate by-product of this
process. The forest industry’s continued contribution to the conservation of this threatened native species can
only be sustained if the requirement for a commercial return from crops is acknowledged. However, as some of
the site plans in this Management Plan demonstrate, if certain principles are followed, the conservation of red
squirrels can go hand-in-hand with a profitable commercial enterprise. The Mid Wales Red Squirrel Partnership
aims to develop the Mid Wales Red Squirrel Focal Site as an example of best practice for integrating commercial
timber objectives with biodiversity objectives.
Good forest design can maintain and improve the habitat that is available for red squirrels, and limit the potential
for grey squirrel incursions. In order to safeguard the red squirrel population in the Focal Site a balance needs to be
maintained between ensuring sufficient feeding habitat for red squirrels without encouraging grey squirrels.
Patches of good feeding habitat are needed within a wider matrix of lower quality habitat (e.g. Sitka spruce). Forest
connectivity needs to be maintained between these Key Areas throughout the felling cycles to enable movement
of red squirrels between patches of feeding habitat.
The guiding principles for forest management in the Mid Wales Red Squirrel Focal Site are to:


Retain all Key Areas (Grade 1 to 3) over the long term; these are stands of either lodgepole pine, Scots
pine, Douglas fir or Norway spruce. It is accepted that, due to Phytophthora ramorum disease, larch
cannot be retained on the long term.



Retain sufficient canopy cover to connect all the areas of red squirrel habitat designated as Key Areas. In
order to attain this, stands adjacent to Key Areas should not be felled until adjacent crops are a minimum
of 4 metres in height and should be felled in small coupes.
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The size of clear-fells and the rate of clear-felling should be minimised as much as is feasible. Narrow and
linear clear-fells that minimise the distances that red squirrels have to travel over open ground are
preferable.



Where possible, when clear felling Sitka spruce retain (as standing trees) any pine which is in mixture with
the Sitka spruce.



When restocking with Sitka spruce, include 10% – 15% of pine. Lodgepole would be preferable due to early
coning and prolific seed production, although alternatively Scots pine could also be planted.



When restocking with broadleaves, use small seeded species, such as rowan, birch and alder.

Land management advice is guided by the report Developing an Understanding of Forest Management
Requirements for Red Squirrels in the Mid Wales Focal Site (Cartmel & Denman 2012) referred in this Plan as ‘The
2012 Habitat Report’ which provides specific guidance and recommendations for managing commercial forests in
mid Wales to benefit red squirrels.
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Map 1: Reference: All sites included in the Management Plan.
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Map 2: Network 1 – WEST - Ceredigion Forests
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Map 3:Network 2 – CENTRAL - Bryn Arau Duon & Dalarwen
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Map 4: Network 3 - EASTERN– Tywi & Irfon forests and adjacent private forest
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No.1
MANAGER: TILHILL
SITE: Esgair Goch: includes Nant Cynodion, Bryn Moel, Waen Maenllwyd, Bryn Du Bach,
Bryn Coch, Draenllwyndu, Pentre Mountain and Pant Teg
SITE CENTRE: (approx.) SN 677516
SITE OVERVIEW: Comprised of a number of forest sites within the Ceredigion Forest Network. The
main species is Sitka spruce with some significant areas of lodgepole pine. These woodlands are
established within a large, complex forest block with multiple ownership.

Map 5: Site 1.- Esgair Goch
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No.1a
MANAGER: TILHILL
SITE: Esgair Goch - Nant Cynodion
SITE CENTRE: SN705522
SIZE: 41 ha
SITE OVERVIEW: A Sitka spruce plantation within the Ceredigion Forest Network, adjacent to
privately-managed Bryn Moel and Bryn Brawd to the west and NRW-managed Cwm Berwyn to the
north.
SITE OBJECTIVES: To provide a sustainable financial return from the growing crops and to maintain
capital value through the practice of sound silviculture. To maintain, and where compatible with the
first objective, to enhance the conservation, biodiversity and amenity value within the forest.
FOREST MANAGEMENT TO PROMOTE RED SQUIRREL CONSERVATION:
Arboreal connectivity:
Although much of the connectivity within this site has been retained, recent large scale clear-fells at
Bryn Moel have almost completely removed available habitat and connectivity between this site and
those to the west and south of the Ceredigion habitat network.
Key Areas:
None identified on this site.
Tree species enhancement:
Restocking plans are aimed at diversifying the species distribution. Units will be planted primarily with
Sitka spruce in order to maintain the productive potential of the property, however, up to 20% mixed
‘red squirrel friendly’ conifers where possible, 5% mixed native broadleaves, and open ground areas
will also be included within restocking units.
THREATS: Forest fragmentation throughout the Ceredigion Forest Network could lead to isolation of
red squirrel populations and cause local extinctions.
GREY SQUIRREL CONTROL: None
FELLING/THINNING: None during the period of this Plan.
RESTOCKING: None during the period of this Plan.
CURRENT CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS: 3/5
CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS FOLLOWING PLANNED MANAGEMENT: N/A
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Map 6: Site 1a. - Esgair Goch, Nant Cynodion
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No.1b
MANAGER: TILHILL
SITE: Esgair Goch - Bryn Moel
SITE CENTRE: SN696526
SIZE: 117.5 ha
SITE OVERVIEW: A Sitka spruce plantation within the Ceredigion Forest Network, adjacent to
privately-managed Nant Cynodion, Bryn Brawd and Bryn Forest to the south and NRW-managed Cwm
Berwyn to the north.
SITE OBJECTIVES: To provide a sustainable financial return from the growing crops and to maintain
capital value through the practice of sound silviculture. To maintain, and where compatible with the first
objective, to enhance the conservation, biodiversity and amenity value within the forest.
FOREST MANAGEMENT TO PROMOTE RED SQUIRREL CONSERVATION:
Arboreal connectivity:
Apart from significant birch and rowan along the edges, arboreal connectivity is none existent over this
site due to the young age class and recent large scale clear-fells at which have completely removed
available habitat and connectivity between this site and those to the north and south; severing the
Ceredigion habitat network. Arboreal connectivity will take several years to recover.
Key Areas:
None noted on this site.
Tree species enhancement:
Restocking plans involve 85% Sitka spruce in order to maintain the productive potential of the
property, however, 5% mixed native broadleaves, and 10%open ground areas will also be included
within restocking units. There are no plans to include ‘squirrel-friendly species’ within restocking units.

THREATS: Forest fragmentation throughout the Ceredigion Forest Network could lead to isolation of
red squirrel populations and cause local extinctions.
GREY SQUIRREL CONTROL: None
FELLING/THINNING: None during the period of this Plan.
RESTOCKING: None during the period of this Plan.
CURRENT CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS: 0/5
CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS FOLLOWING PLANNED MANAGEMENT: N/A
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Map 7: Site 1b. - Esgair Goch, Bryn Moel
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No.1c
MANAGER: TILHILL
SITE: Esgair Goch - Waen Maenllwyd
SITE CENTRE: SN678533
SIZE: 68 ha
SITE OVERVIEW: A Sitka spruce plantation in the Ceredigion Forest Network, protruding to the north
from the privately-managed Bryn Forest.
SITE OBJECTIVES: To provide a sustainable financial return from the growing crops and to maintain
capital value through the practice of sound silviculture. To maintain, and where compatible with the
first objective, to enhance the conservation, biodiversity and amenity value within the forest.
FOREST MANAGEMENT TO PROMOTE RED SQUIRREL CONSERVATION:
Arboreal connectivity:
Although much of the connectivity within this site has been retained, recent large scale clear-fells at
Bryn Forest have almost completely removed available habitat and connectivity between this site and
the rest of the Ceredigion habitat network which will take several years to recover. The northerly
compartment will be felled in 2022, as this area does not link to any other sites, this will not be overly
detrimental to arboreal connectivity within the rest of the site or across the Ceredigion Network.
Key Areas:
None identified on this site.
Tree species enhancement:
Restocking plans are aimed at diversifying the species distribution. Units will be planted primarily with
Sitka spruce in order to maintain the productive potential of the property, however, 20% mixed ‘red
squirrel friendly’ conifers, 5% mixed native broadleaves, and open ground areas will also be included
within restocking units.
THREATS: Forest fragmentation throughout the Ceredigion Forest Network could lead to isolation of
red squirrel populations and cause local extinctions.
GREY SQUIRREL CONTROL: None.
FELLING/THINNING: 1 compartment in 2022, approximately 30% of the site.
RESTOCKING: None during the period of this Plan.
CURRENT CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS: 2/5
CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS FOLLOWING PLANNED MANAGEMENT: 2/5
DIRECTION OF CHANGE: STABLE
Restocking plans will improve species diversity on this site and provide more suitable habitat for red
squirrel in the future. The proposed felling will reduce the arboreal cover on this site, but will not be
overly detrimental to arboreal connectivity within the rest of the site or across the Ceredigion
Network.
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Map 8: Site 1c. - Esgair Goch, Waen Maenllwyd – Felling Plan
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No.1d
MANAGER: TILHILL
SITE: Esgair Goch - Bryn Du Bach
SITE CENTRE: SN671526
SIZE: 57 ha
SITE OVERVIEW: A Sitka spruce plantation within the Ceredigion Forest Network, adjacent to
privately-managed Bryn Coch
SITE OBJECTIVES: To provide a sustainable financial return from the growing crops and to maintain
capital value through the practice of sound silviculture. To maintain, and where compatible with the
first objective, to enhance the conservation, biodiversity and amenity value within the forest.
FOREST MANAGEMENT TO PROMOTE RED SQUIRREL CONSERVATION:
Arboreal connectivity:
Recent large scale clear-fells have completely removed available habitat and connectivity on this site.
Currently the trees on this site are young and will take several years to recover and to provide suitable
habitat for red squirrels.
Current proposed management is aimed at transforming this site from an even-aged structure to
continuous cover forest management (CCF) wherever conditions make this a suitable option. This is
achieved by phased thinning and selective felling interventions, along with recruitment of younger age
classes and diverse tree species from natural regeneration and trees planted under the canopy of the
original crop. Future plans to limit clear-fells on this site will ensure that arboreal connectivity to
adjacent sites will be restored within the next 5- 10 years whilst the compartments that were previously
clear-felled recover.
Key Areas:
None identified on this site.
Tree species enhancement:
Restocking plans are aimed at diversifying the species distribution. Units will be planted primarily with
Sitka spruce in order to maintain the productive potential of the property, however, 20% mixed ‘red
squirrel friendly’ conifers, 5% mixed native broadleaves, and open ground areas will also be included
within restocking units.
THREATS: Forest fragmentation throughout the Ceredigion Forest Network could lead to isolation of
red squirrel populations and cause local extinctions.
GREY SQUIRREL CONTROL: None.
FELLING/THINNING: All of the site will be thinned in 2020.
RESTOCKING: None during the period of this Plan.
CURRENT CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS: 1/5
CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS FOLLOWING PLANNED MANAGEMENT: 2/5
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DIRECTION OF CHANGE: POSITIVE
Restocking plans will improve species diversity on this site and provide more suitable habitat for red
squirrel in the future. The proposed CCF management will lead to improved arboreal connectivity and
increase the value of this site as red squirrel habitat.

Map 9: Site 1d. - Esgair Goch, Bryn Du Bach – Planned Thinning
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No.1e
MANAGER: TILHILL
SITE: Esgair Goch – Bryn Coch
SITE CENTRE: SN675514
SIZE: 228 ha
SITE OVERVIEW: A plantation dominated by Sitka spruce within the Ceredigion Forest Network, this
site has some Key Areas of pine and young Norway spruce, as well as mixed broadleaves along
riparian corridors. Bryn Coch borders privately-managed Bryn Du Bach to the north, Bryn Forest to
the east and Llyn Y Gwaith and Bryn Mawr to the west.
SITE OBJECTIVES: To provide a sustainable financial return from the growing crops and to maintain
capital value through the practice of sound silviculture. To maintain, and where compatible with the
first objective, to enhance the conservation, biodiversity and amenity value within the forest.
FOREST MANAGEMENT TO PROMOTE RED SQUIRREL CONSERVATION:
Arboreal connectivity:
Recent large scale clear-fells have almost completely removed connectivity on this site. Currently
most of the trees are young and will take several years to recover and to provide suitable habitat for
red squirrels.
Current management is aimed at transforming much of site from an even-aged structure to continuous
cover forest management (CCF) wherever possible, with a system of rotational clear-fell in other
areas. This is achieved by phased thinning and selective felling interventions, along with recruitment
of younger age classes and diverse tree species from natural regeneration and trees planted under
the canopy of the original crop. Future plans to limit clear-fells on this site will ensure that arboreal
connectivity to adjacent sites will be restored within 5 - 10 years whilst the compartments that were
previously clear-felled recover.
The thin band of partly discontinuous mature pine that runs through Bryn Coch along the ridge from
the lake to the road (‘link 4’ in the Habitat Report) will be retained. This will ensure that this Key Area
continues to provide a north-south link for red squirrels in the long term; providing some connectivity
between this site and Bryn Brawd once the Sitka spruce in Bryn Brawd has recovered.
Key Areas:
A thin band of partly discontinuous lodgepole pine and Scots pine runs through Bryn Coch provides
good feeding habitat for red squirrels; his area will be retained as a Natural Reserve.
Tree species enhancement:
Restocking plans are aimed at diversifying the species distribution. Units will be planted primarily with
Sitka spruce in order to maintain the productive potential of the property, however, 20% mixed ‘red
squirrel friendly’ conifers and 5% mixed native broadleaves will be planted in discreet blocks and
connective corridors; open ground areas will also be included within restocking units.
THREATS: Forest fragmentation throughout the Ceredigion Forest Network could lead to isolation of
red squirrel populations and cause local extinctions.
GREY SQUIRREL CONTROL: None.
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FELLING/THINNING: Much of the centre of the site will be thinned in 2020
RESTOCKING: None during the period of this Plan.
CURRENT CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS: 2/5
CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS FOLLOWING PLANNED MANAGEMENT: 3/5
DIRECTION OF CHANGE: POSITIVE
The retention of a band of partly discontinuous lodgepole pine and Scots pine that runs through this
site will ensure that this site continues to provide good feeding habitat for red squirrels. Restocking
plans will improve species diversity on this site and provide more suitable habitat for red squirrel in
the future. Proposed CCF management, if undertaken, will lead to improved arboreal connectivity
and increase the value of this site as red squirrel habitat.

Map 10: Site 1e. - Esgair Goch, Bryn Coch - Planned Thinning
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No.1f
MANAGER: TILHILL
SITE: Esgair Goch - Draenllwyndu
SITE CENTRE: SN704510
SIZE:61 ha
SITE OVERVIEW: A Sitka spruce plantation that has been totally clear-felled and restocked in recent
years. Within the Ceredigion Forest Network, protruding from the NRW-managed Esgair Maen to the
north which has several Key Areas for red squirrels.
SITE OBJECTIVES: To provide a sustainable financial return from the growing crops and to maintain
capital value through the practice of sound silviculture. To maintain, and where compatible with the
first objective, to enhance the conservation, biodiversity and amenity value within the forest.
FOREST MANAGEMENT TO PROMOTE RED SQUIRREL CONSERVATION:
Arboreal connectivity:
Arboreal connectivity is none existent over this site due to the young age class and recent large scale
clear-fells at which have completely removed available habitat.. Arboreal connectivity will take several
years to recover.
Key Areas:
Recent restocking has included 20% Norway spruce. These areas will develop into grade 1 Key
Areas for red squirrels in the future.
Tree species enhancement:
Recent restocking has included 20% Norway spruce in a compartment to the north of this site. This
measure has diversified the species composition and will provide a future food supply for red
squirrels.
THREATS: Forest fragmentation throughout the Ceredigion Forest Network could lead to isolation of
red squirrel populations and cause local extinctions.
GREY SQUIRREL CONTROL: None.
FELLING/THINNING: None during the period of this Plan.
RESTOCKING: None during the period of this Plan.
CURRENT CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS: 0/5
CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS FOLLOWING PLANNED MANAGEMENT: N/A
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Map 11: Site 1f. - Esgair Goch, Draenllwyndu
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No.1g
MANAGER: TILHILL
SITE: Esgair Goch - Pentre Mountain:
SITE CENTRE: SN648492
SIZE: 61 ha
SITE OVERVIEW: A plantation dominated by Sitka spruce, with a substantial are of very young
Norway spruce, to the far south of the Ceredigion Forest Network, surrounded on 3 sides by the NRWmanaged Clywedog plantation.
SITE OBJECTIVES: The long term management strategy is to maximise timber production of the
woodland through the production of high quality marketable timber. Areas where thinning is a sound
silvicultural option will be thinned to improve crop quality. Management will aim to take opportunities to
redistribute the age class distribution of the woodland.
Over the medium term, the felling and restocking programme will result in the diversification of
species, bringing this site in line with UKWAS requirements. Conservation interests within the forest,
including red squirrel habitat will be maintained and further developed through the sympathetic
management of key habitats
FOREST MANAGEMENT TO PROMOTE RED SQUIRREL CONSERVATION:
Arboreal connectivity:
Recent fellings on this site have left little tree cover, and replanted areas are still very young. However,
since this site is at the southern end of the Ceredigion network lack of tree cover does not impact
considerably on connectivity within the rest of this habitat network.
Key Areas:
None noted on this site.
Tree species enhancement:
Restocking plans are aimed at diversifying the species distribution. Units will be planted primarily with
Sitka spruce in order to maintain the productive potential of the property, however, 15% mixed ‘red
squirrel friendly’ conifers, 5% mixed native broadleaves, and open ground areas will also be included
within restocking units.
THREATS: Forest fragmentation throughout the Ceredigion Forest Network could lead to isolation of
red squirrel populations and cause local extinctions.
GREY SQUIRREL CONTROL: None.
FELLING/THINNING: None during the period of this Plan.
RESTOCKING: None during the period of this Plan.
CURRENT CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS: 0/5
CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS FOLLOWING PLANNED MANAGEMENT: N/A
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Map 12: Site 1g. - Esgair Goch, Pentre Mountain
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No.1h
MANAGER: TILHILL
SITE: Esgair Goch - Pant Teg
SITE CENTRE: SN638483
SIZE: 51 ha
SITE OVERVIEW: A Sitka spruce plantation south of and separated from the Ceredigion Forest
Network by open ground, adjacent to the privately-managed Pant yr Pistyll.
SITE OBJECTIVES: To provide a sustainable financial return from the growing crops and to maintain
capital value through the practice of sound silviculture. To maintain, and where compatible with the
first objective, to enhance the conservation, biodiversity and amenity value within the forest.
FOREST MANAGEMENT TO PROMOTE RED SQUIRREL CONSERVATION:
Arboreal connectivity:
Arboreal connectivity is good across this site. Current management is aimed at transforming this site
from an even-aged structure to continuous cover forest management (CCF) wherever possible. This
is achieved by phased thinning and selective felling interventions, along with recruitment of younger
age classes and diverse tree species from natural regeneration and trees planted under the canopy of
the original crop. Future plans to limit clear-fells on this site will ensure that arboreal connectivity to
adjacent sites will be retained.
Key Areas:
None identified.
Tree species enhancement:
Restocking plans are aimed at diversifying the species distribution. Units will be planted primarily with
Sitka spruce in order to maintain the productive potential of the property, however, 20% mixed ‘red
squirrel friendly’ conifers, 5% mixed native broadleaves, and open ground areas will also be included
within restocking units.
THREATS: Grey squirrel encroachment from nearby broadleaved woodland.
GREY SQUIRREL CONTROL: None.
FELLING/THINNING: the southern section of this site will be thinned in 2018.
RESTOCKING: None during the period of this Plan.
CURRENT CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS: 2//5
CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS FOLLOWING PLANNED MANAGEMENT: 2/5
DIRECTION OF CHANGE: STABLE
Long term estocking plans will improve species diversity on this site and provide more suitable
habitat for red squirrel in the future. CCF management will lead to improved arboreal connectivity and
increase the value of this site as red squirrel habitat.
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Map 13: Site 1h. - Esgair Goch, Pant Teg
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No. 2
MANAGER: TILHILL
SITE: Esgair Cloddiad North
Site centre: SN827571
Size: 122 ha
SITE OVERVIEW: Part of the northern Tywi. Dominated by Sitka spruce, although 23% of this site
consists of Norway spruce and pine in small discrete blocks, making this a relatively diverse site.
SITE OBJECTIVES: To provide a sustainable financial return from the growing crops and to maintain
capital value through the practice of sound silviculture. To maintain, and where compatible with the first
objective to enhance the conservation, biodiversity and amenity value within the forest.
FOREST MANAGEMENT TO PROMOTE RED SQUIRREL CONSERVATION:
Arboreal connectivity: A 2016 clear-fell has caused loss of most of the connectivity within this site; a
further proposed felling in 2020 will lead to the complete loss of all mature tree cover. This will not only
make this entire site unsuitable for red squirrels, it will also negatively impact on connectivity across the
northern Tywi. At restocking ‘red squirrel friendly conifers’ will be planted as a connective strip along the
edge of the Irfon which will be retained over the long term as a Natural Reserve; this measure will improve
connectivity across the site over the long term.
Key Areas: Although a wide strip along the west bank of the Irfon is identified as a Key Area in the 2012
Habitat Report, aerial photos show that there is currently no pine in this area. However 23% of this site
consists of Norway spruce and pine in small discrete blocks. Tilhill have a general assumption on all sites
in the area that any small areas of mature lodgepole pine within or adjacent to the Sitka spruce crops
being harvested are retained as Natural Reserve areas wherever safe and viable to do so.
Tree species enhancement: Small areas of lodgepole pine within the spruce will be retained. Restocking
plans include 15% ‘red squirrel–friendly’ conifers, either Norway spruce, lodgepole pine or Scots pine,
which will be planted as a connective strip along the edge of the Irfon. This will maintain species diversity
in woodland which is already relatively diverse. The ‘other conifers’ will be planted as a connective strip
along the edge of the Irfon which will be retained over the long term as a Natural Reserve.
THREATS: Forest fragmentation throughout the northern Tywi could lead to isolation of red squirrel
populations and cause local extinctions.
GREY SQUIRREL CONTROL: None.
FELLING: Compartment to the SE of the site in 2020.
RESTOCKING: Maximum of 75% Sitka spruce, along with 15% ‘red squirrel friendly conifers’. The
compartment felled in 2016 will also include 10% open ground. The compartment due to be felled in 2020
will include 10% mixed, small-seeded broadleaves. Much of the ‘red squirrel friendly conifers’ and mixed
broadleaves will be planted as a connective strip along the edge of the Irfon.
CURRENT CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS: 2/5
CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS FOLLOWING PLANNED MANAGEMENT: 1/5
DIRECTION OF CHANGE: NEGATIVE
Although restocking plans will improve species diversity on this site and provide more suitable habitat for
red squirrel in the future, the proposed felling leading to loss of arboreal cover across this site will be
detrimental to its value as red squirrel habitat.
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Map 14: Site 2. - Esgair Cloddiad North - Felling Plan

Map 15: Site 2. - Esgair Cloddiad North - Restocking Plan
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No. 3
MANAGER: TILHILL
SITE: Nant Byr
SITE CENTRE: SN832537
SIZE: 119 ha
SITE OVERVIEW: Part of Nant yr Hwch in the southern Tywi. Dominated by Sitka spruce.
SITE OBJECTIVES: To provide a sustainable financial return from the growing crops and to
maintain capital value through the practice of sound silviculture. To maintain, and where compatible
with the first objective, to enhance the conservation, biodiversity and amenity value within the forest.
FOREST MANAGEMENT TO PROMOTE RED SQUIRREL CONSERVATION:
Arboreal connectivity:
Most of the northerly section of the site will be felled during this planning period. The compartment to
the south of the felling area has already been clear-felled, leaving only third of this site that will
provide suitable cover for red squirrels.
Key Areas:
A small area of Norway spruce to the south of this site, which will be retained during the period of this
plan.
Tree species enhancement:
Restocking plans include 15% ‘red squirrel-friendly’ conifers’, either Norway spruce, lodgepole pine
or Scots pine. This will increase species diversity in this woodland.
THREATS This forest area is in danger of becoming very fragmented due to large areas of clear fell
with no arboreal connectivity.
GREY SQUIRREL CONTROL: None, grant funding for grey squirrel control is not currently available
for this site.
FELLING: Approximately 38% of the site.
RESTOCKING: 75% Sitka spruce, 15% Norway spruce, lodgepole pine or Scots pine and minimum
10% small seeded broadleaves.
CURRENT CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS: 2/5
CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS FOLLOWING PLANNED MANAGEMENT: 1/5
DIRECTION OF CHANGE: NEGATIVE

Although restocking plans will improve species diversity on this site and provide more suitable habitat
for red squirrel in the future, the proposed felling leading to loss of arboreal connectivity across most
of this site will be detrimental to the value of this site as red squirrel habitat.
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Map 16: Site 3. - Nant Byr - Felling Plan
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No. 4
MANAGER: TILHILL

SITE: Dinas
SITE CENTRE: SN856471
SIZE: 258.5ha
SITE OVERVIEW: Part of the Irfon Forest, flanked by privately-managed Cwm Henog and NRWmanaged Esgair Dafydd, dominated by Sitka spruce but with 10% Douglas fir, some larch and 2% of
both lodgepole pine and Norway spruce.
SITE OBJECTIVES: To provide a sustainable financial return from the growing crops and to
maintain capital value through the practice of sound silviculture. To maintain, and where compatible
with the first objective to enhance the conservation, biodiversity and amenity value within the forest.
FOREST MANAGEMENT TO PROMOTE RED SQUIRREL CONSERVATION:
Arboreal connectivity:
Although felling compartments are long and thin, shaped in such a way to preserve arboreal
connectivity, the fast rate of felling on this site in recent years means that there is relatively little
habitat remaining that is suitable for red squirrels. 2 large compartments to the west of the site will
be felled in 2017 and fragment arboreal connectivity even more.
Key Areas:
None identified.
Tree species enhancement:
Restocking plans include Douglas fir, Norway spruce and lodgepole pine. This will increase species
diversity in this woodland.
THREATS: Fragmentation due to areas that have been clear-felled with no arboreal connectivity.
GREY SQUIRREL CONTROL: Ongoing on an annual basis since 2008 with 30 traps.
FELLING: Two large compartments to the west of the site, one of which is designated as PAWS.
RESTOCKING: As detailed on the restocking map for this site.
CURRENT CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS: 2/5
CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS FOLLOWING PLANNED MANAGEMENT: 2/5
DIRECTION OF CHANGE: STABLE

Although restocking plans will improve species diversity on this site and provide more suitable habitat
for red squirrel in the future, the proposed felling leading to loss of arboreal connectivity across most
of this site will be detrimental to the value of this site as red squirrel habitat.
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Map 17: Site 4. - Dinas - Felling Plan

Map 18: Site 4. - Dinas - Restocking Plan
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No. 5
MANAGER: PRYOR & RICKETT SILVICULTURE
SITE: Glynsaer:
SITE CENTRE: SN843424
SIZE: 401.5 ha
SITE OVERVIEW: A mixed conifer plantation dominated by Sitka spruce, but with substantial areas
of lodgepole pine, Douglas fir and larch. This site is physically attached to the Crychan Habitat
Network. However, it is also included in the Mid Wales Focal Site (unlike the southern section of
Crychan), and it is linked to the Tywi & Irfon Habitat Network by a network of hedges and mature
trees.
SITE OBJECTIVES: Timber production.
FOREST MANAGEMENT TO PROMOTE RED SQUIRREL CONSERVATION:
Arboreal connectivity:
Arboreal connectivity is still relatively intact.
Key Areas:
Several Grade 1 Key Areas, consisting of stands of lodgepole pine. The majority of the lodgepole
pine on this site will be retained indefinitely for red squirrel habitat. Unfortunately nearly all mature
larch have recently been felled on this site, although there are still substantial blocks of young larch
which will be retained as long as they remain free of Phytophthora ramorum. A whole compartment
has been recently planted with Douglas fir, this will provide Grade 1 Key Area for red squirrels in the
future.
Tree species enhancement:
Where restocking with Sitka spruce, 5% lodgepole pine will be included. Douglas fir and mixed
broadleaves are also included in the restocking plan.
THREATS: Future extensive clear felling, although arboreal connectivity is currently relatively intact.
GREY SQUIRREL CONTROL: None
FELLING: 2017 - 5 small compartments.
RESTOCKING: All compartments due to be felled, as well as a compartment previously felled in
2016 will be restocked, as shown on the restocking map for this site.
CURRENT CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS: 4/5
CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS FOLLOWING PLANNED MANAGEMENT: 5/5
DIRECTION OF CHANGE: POSITIVE
The retention of the majority of lodgepole pine on this site, as well as the inclusion of lodgepole pine
and Douglas fir in restocking plans will retain species diversity and provide even more habitat
suitable for red squirrel in the future. The position and limited size of proposed felling compartments
will not impact on connectivity on this site.
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Map 19: Site 5. - Glynsaer - Felling Plan

Map 20: Site 5. Glynsaer - Restocking Plan
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No. 6
MANAGER: PRYOR & RICKETT SILVICULTURE
SITE: Bryn Brawd:
SITE CENTRE: SN693521
SIZE: 70 ha
SITE OVERVIEW: A mixed conifer plantation, dominated by Sitka spruce. The site is within the
Ceredigion forest network, to the east of Bryn Forest and flanked by the Tilhill-managed sites, Bryn
Coch and Bryn Moel.
SITE OBJECTIVES: Timber production.
FOREST MANAGEMENT TO PROMOTE RED SQUIRREL CONSERVATION:
Arboreal connectivity:
Bryn Brawd is potentially a key site in terms of connectivity, serving as a stepping stone between the
north and south sections of the strategically important Ceredigion red squirrel network (see ‘link 5’ in
the 2012 Habitat Report). However, the majority of this site has already been clear-felled. windlthrow
affected a compartment, leading to felling being brought forward from 2018 to 2016, before the
adjacent compartment had reached 4m in height. The loss of tree cover on this site has fragmented
the wider forest considerably, severing the north and south halves of the Ceredigion Forest network,
leading to the isolation, and the possibility of local extinctions of red squirrel populations. Although
clear-felled areas have been replanted, the trees are very young; value as a connecting corridor is
only valid once the surrounding forestry has reached at least 4 metres.
Key Areas:
None identified.
Tree species enhancement:
Restocking plans include 30% Scots pine in some compartments, as well as a small area of Norway
spruce as detailed on the restocking map for this site. This will provide a good food source for red
squirrels over the medium term.
THREATS: Forest fragmentation throughout the Ceredigion Forest Network could lead to isolation of
red squirrel populations and cause local extinctions.
GREY SQUIRREL CONTROL: None
FELLING: None during the period of this plan.
RESTOCKING: Restocking of the recently felled areas took place in 2016, as detailed on the
restocking map for this site. Riparian corridors will remain as open ground.
CURRENT CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS: 1/5
CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS FOLLOWING PLANNED MANAGEMENT: N/A
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Map 21: Site 6. - Bryn Brawd -Felling Plan

Map 22: Site 6. - Bryn Brawd - Restocking Plan
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No. 7
MANAGER: PRYOR & RICKETT SILVICULTURE
SITE: Bryn Forest:
Site centre: SN686526
Size: 152.5 ha
SITE OVERVIEW: A mixed conifer plantation, dominated by Sitka spruce. The site is within the
Ceredigion forest network, to the east of Bryn Forest and flanked by the Tilhill-managed sites, Bryn
Coch and Bryn Moel.
SITE OBJECTIVES: Timber production.
FOREST MANAGEMENT TO PROMOTE RED SQUIRREL HABITAT:
Arboreal connectivity:
Much of this site has already been clear-felled which has fragmented the forest considerably (see
‘link 5’ in the Habitat Report). Although replanted, the trees are very young; value as a connecting
corridor is only valid once the surrounding forestry has reached at least 4 metres. There are no plans
to fell any trees in the site during the period of the Plan, allowing arboreal connectivity to begin to
recover.
Key Areas:
None identified.
Tree species enhancement:
Long term restocking plans include several small areas of lodgepole pine and Norway spruce. This
will provide a good food source for red squirrels over the medium term.
THREATS: Forest fragmentation throughout the Ceredigion Forest Network could lead to isolation of
red squirrel populations and cause local extinctions.
GREY SQUIRREL CONTROL: None.
FELLING: Most of the mature trees in this woodland have already been felled. There is no further
felling planned until 2028.
CURRENT CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS: 1/5
CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS FOLLOWING PLANNED MANAGEMENT: N/A
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Map 23: Site 7. - Bryn Forest
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No. 8
MANAGER: PRYOR & RICKETT SILVICULTURE
SITE: Nant y Bai & Erw’r Hwch:
SITE CENTRE: SN790449
SIZE: 186 ha
SITE OVERVIEW: Although this site is dominated by Sitka spruce, there are Key Areas of lodgepole
pine, larch, and Norway spruce. Nant y Bai plantation is connected to Cefn Ystrad Ffin, Glyn Saer
and NRW managed Irfon forest and Esgair Dafydd, and also to broadleaved woodlands in the Tywi
valley at Rhandirmwyn.
SITE OBJECTIVES: Timber production.
FOREST MANAGEMENT TO PROMOTE RED SQUIRREL CONSERVATION:
Arboreal connectivity:
Extensive clear-felling on this site has severed the north and south sections of this site, reducing
arboreal connectivity. In the southern section of the site however, a felling compartment has been
amended to retain connectivity with exiting arboreal cover. The grade 1 Key Area in the centre of the
site that consists of lodgepole pine is in Long Term Retention; the LTR has been extended to the
south to incorporate further lodgepole pine which will contribute to improved arboreal connectivity
and link with the grade 3 Key Area to the south of this site.
Key Areas:
There are sizeable Key Areas of lodgepole pine, larch and Norway spruce to the south of the site.
Much of the lodgepole pine on this site will be kept in long Term Retention.
Tree species enhancement:
Long term restocking plans involve a percentage of Douglas fir in one large compartment, plus an
small areas of Scots pine and Norway spruce, as shown on the restocking map for this site. The area
of Long Term Retention has been extended to the south to incorporate further lodgepole pine,
contributing to the retention of food supply for red squirrels.
THREATS: Extensive clear felling leading to the loss of arboreal connectivity and local extinction of
red squirrel populations.
GREY SQUIRREL CONTROL: Carried annually to the south of this site on a voluntary basis by a
MWRSP TLS Local Coordinator.
FELLING: None during the period of the plan.
RESTOCKING: None during the period of the plan.
CURRENT CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS: 3/5
CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS FOLLOWING PLANNED MANAGEMENT: N/A
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Map 24: Site 8. –

Nant y Bai & Erw’r Hwch

Map 25: Site 8. - Nant Y Bai & Erw’r Hwch - Restocking Plan
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No. 9a.
MANAGER: PRYOR & RICKETT SILVICULTURE
SITE: Coed Ifan:
SITE CENTRE: SN824435
SIZE: 89 ha
SITE OVERVIEW: A Sitka spruce plantation, situated to the north west of privately-managed
Glynsaer plantation, Coed Ifan protrudes from the eastern side of NRW-managed Esgair Dafydd..
SITE OBJECTIVES: Timber production
FOREST MANAGEMENT TO PROMOTE RED SQUIRREL CONSERVATION:
Arboreal connectivity:
Some of the north-south connectivity was lost in 2016 due to a clear-fell that extended across the
breadth of the site. This woodland does not directly connect with the wider forest complex; therefore
loss of internal connectivity is not overly detrimental.
Key Areas:
None identified.
Tree species enhancement:
Recent restocking has included substantial areas of Douglas fir, Norway spruce and Scots pine in
combination with Norway spruce and Sitka spruce. This will increase the species diversity of this site
and provide increased food supplies for red squirrels in the future.
THREATS: Extensive clear felling leading to the loss of arboreal connectivity.
GREY SQUIRREL CONTROL: Live trapping sessions underway 3 times a year.
FELLING: There is no felling proposed during the period of this plan.
RESTOCKNG: There is no restocking planned during the period of this plan.
CURRENT CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS: 2/5
CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS FOLLOWING PLANNED MANAGEMENT:N/A
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Map 26: Site 9a. - Coed Ifan
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No. 9b
MANAGER: PRYOR & RICKETT SILVICULTURE
SITE: Maes Mynach
SITE CENTRE: SN818432
SIZE: 67.8 ha
SITE OVERVIEW: A new woodland, on recently purchased agricultural land; 50% of the land has
been recently planted with conifers. Situated between Coed Ifan and NRW-managed Esgair Dafydd,
once trees have been established, Maes Mynach will provide a significant link between these 2
woodlands.
SITE OBJECTIVES: Timber production
FOREST MANAGEMENT TO PROMOTE RED SQUIRREL CONSERVATION:
Arboreal connectivity:
None as of yet. Although the southern part of the site has been recently planted, the trees will take
several years to reach 4 metres and provide adequate cover for red squirrels.
Key Areas:
None identified.
Tree species enhancement:
Future planting will include a % of squirrel-friendly species, such as Scots pine and Norway spruce.
THREATS: Wet grassland habitat might restrict future plans to plant this entire site.
GREY SQUIRREL CONTROL: N/A
FELLING: There is no felling planned during the period of this plan.
CURRENT CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS: 0/5
CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS FOLLOWING PLANNED MANAGEMENT: N/A
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Map 27: Site 9b. – Maes Mynach
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No. 10
MANAGER: PRYOR & RICKETT SILVICULTURE
SITE: Nant Cerdin
SITE CENTRE: SN876505
SIZE: 369.6 ha
SITE OVERVIEW: This site is situated to the east of the Focal Site, to the north of Llanwrtyd Wells; it
is attached to the NRW-managed Cwm Irfon Forest to the west. Scots pine, lodgepole pine, larch
and Norway spruce are connected to each other by stands of Sitka spruce of various ages. The
broadleaved wooded valleys support a high density of grey squirrels.
SITE OBJECTIVES: Timber production
FOREST MANAGEMENT TO PROMOTE RED SQUIRREL CONSERVATION:
Arboreal connectivity:
The low rate of felling and relatively small size of felling compartments creates good age/class
diversity on this site and enables connectivity to be retained.
Key Areas:
There are sizeable Key Areas of Scots pine, lodgepole pine, larch and Norway spruce. Most of the
Key Areas are in Long Term Retention or allocated as Natural Reserves, making this a good site for
red squirrels.
Tree species enhancement:
Restocking plans include Norway spruce and mixed broadleaves, this will improve the species
diversity on this site in the long term.
THREATS: Encroachment of grey squirrels onto the site.
GREY SQUIRREL CONTROL: None.
FELLING: Relatively small compartments are due to be felled over 4 staged felling periods.
RESTOCKING: Where restocking with Sitka spruce, 5% lodgepole pine will be included. Douglas fir
and Norway spruce are also included in the long term restocking plan, as detailed on the restocking
map for this site.
CURRENT CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS: 4/5
CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS FOLLOWING PLANNED MANAGEMENT: 4/5
DIRECTION OF CHANGE: STABLE
The retention of the majority of Key Areas on this site, as well as the inclusion of lodgepole pine.
Norway spruce and Douglas fir in long term restocking plans will retain species diversity and provide
even more habitat suitable for red squirrel in the future. The position and limited size of proposed
felling compartments will not impact overly on connectivity on this site. The implementation of grey
squirrel control at Nant Cerdin would further improve this site for red squirrels.
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Map 28: Site 10. - Nant Cerdin - Felling Plan

Map 29: Site 10. - Nant Cerdin - Restocking Plan
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No. 11a
MANAGER: PRYOR & RICKETT SILVICULTURE
SITE: Nant yr Hwch (non-leasehold)
SITE CENTRE: SN814540
SIZE: 1427 ha
SITE OVERVIEW: Nant yr Hwch dominates the south-eastern Tywi and connects with Bron-yr-helm to
the west, Moel Prysau to the north and Y Fannog to the south. Much of the site has recently been
clear felled or is relatively young in age, and is therefore poor in terms of arboreal connectivity. The
western side of the site, near to Llyn Brianne has significant Key Areas of lodgepole pine and larch.
SITE OBJECTIVES: Timber production.
FOREST MANAGEMENT TO PROMOTE RED SQUIRREL CONSERVATION:
Arboreal connectivity:
Arboreal connectivity is poor across this site due to very large clear-fell operations in the past, although
compartments in the centre of this site are beginning to recover. Although the fellings proposed
between 2018 and 2020 will sever the connectivity across this site still further, much of the surrounding
forestry has reached a height of 4 metres, and therefore these fellings will not totally severe the
existing arboreal connectivity on this site.
Key Areas:
There are relatively large areas of lodgepole pine still remaining to the west of this site, much of which
is in Long Term Retention, or designated as a Nature Reserve.
Tree species enhancement:
Restocking plans for the non-leasehold section of the site are 100% Sitka spruce. This will not benefit
the species composition.
THREATS: This forest area is in danger of becoming very fragmented due to large areas of clear fell.
GREY SQUIRREL CONTROL: None.
FELLING: Several compartments in the 5 year period, as detailed on the felling map for this site.
RESTOCKING: 100% Sitka spruce.
CURRENT CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS: 3/5
CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS FOLLOWING PLANNED MANAGEMENT: 3/5
DIRECTION OF CHANGE: STABLE
The retention of the majority of Key Areas will retain species diversity on this site. There are no
‘squirrel–friendly’ species included in the restocking plans for this site, which will not improve the
species diversity for red squirrels. Although the fellings proposed between 2018 and 2020 will sever
the connectivity across this site still further, much of the surrounding forestry has reached a height of 4
metres, and therefore these plans will not totally severe the existing arboreal connectivity..
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Map 30: Site 11a. - Nant yr Hwch (non-leasehold) - Felling Plan
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No. 11b
MANAGER: SCOTTISH WOODLANDS
SITE: Nant yr Hwch (LEASEHOLD)
SITE CENTRE: SN808524
SIZE: 103 ha.
SITE OVERVIEW: The section of Nant yr Hwch in leasehold is mainly mature forestry that is ready to
be felled. Much of the surrounding, non-leasehold section of this site has already been clear-felled or
is relatively young in age, and is therefore poor in terms of arboreal connectivity. The western part of
the leasehold section, near Llyn Brianne, currently has good connectivity and Key Areas of lodgepole
pine, which connect with the rest of Nant yr Hwch to the north.
SITE OBJECTIVES: This forest is managed as a commercial investment under UKWAS guidelines;
local factors such as the presence of red squirrel will be incorporated where practicable.
The north-south connectivity of forest canopy is understood to be potentially important for the local red
squirrel population. The combined nature of the terrain and crop types will provide some long term
canopy cover; components of the north-south forest cover will be retained due to inaccessibility and
will provide a form of connectivity. Lodgepole pine will be treated as Long Term Retention where
possible, with the likelihood that these areas will become Natural Reserve in time as the pine becomes
moribund and is replaced by natural regeneration. Elsewhere main timber crops are planned for
harvesting as per the long term felling plan. The proximity to Llyn Brianne reservoir and the public
road requires this site to be safe for the general public and to have environmental safeguards in place
to protect water quality.
FOREST MANAGEMENT TO PROMOTE RED SQUIRREL CONSERVATION:
Arboreal connectivity:
Lodgepole pine was planted on the rocky and least hospitable sites for tree growth but has developed
forest canopy. Due to inaccessibility, some of the lodgepole pine that provides components of north –
south forest cover in Compartment 8 will be retained, retaining an element of connectivity between
areas that are already in Long Term Retention.
Key Areas:
2 key areas containing lodgepole pine will be kept Long Term Retention. These areas will become a
Natural Reserve over time as the pine becomes moribund and regeneration of mixed broadleaves
replaces the forest canopy. Another Key Area containing pine and Douglas fir (Link 17 in the 2012
Habitat Report) runs to the west of this site along the eastern bank of Llyn Brianne, extending into the
non-leasehold section of this site and NRW-managed woodland to the north. This is an extremely
important component for the red squirrel population, providing a good feeding area and corridor to
move to other parts of the forest. As so much of the interior of the Nant yr Hwch as a whole has been
felled, it is extremely important that this remaining key area is retained in the long term. Unfortunately
the majority of this area will be felled; the larch and mature accessible Sitka spruce and Douglas fir will
be harvested. However, due to inaccessibility, some of the mixed broadleaves and lodgepole pine will
be retained, providing components of north-south forest cover.
Tree species enhancement:
Restocking plans include 15% Norway spruce and an element of Scots pine
THREATS: Felling of lodgepole pine on the eastern bank of Llyn Brianne (Link 17 in the 2012 Habitat
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Report) causing loss of feeding habitat and connectivity.
GREY SQUIRREL CONTROL: None.
FELLING: most of the leasehold section of this site in several large compartments, including much of
the area of forest between Llyn Brianne and the public road due to the risk of Phytophthora ramorum
and windblow which will damage the crucial link north-south through the southern Tywi.
RESTOCKING: 75%, Sitka
broadleaves/Scots pine.

spruce

15%

Norway

spruce

and

10%

mixed

small-seeded

CURRENT CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS: 4/5
CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS FOLLOWING PLANNED MANAGEMENT: 1/5
DIRECTION OF CHANGE: NEGATIVE
Although some Key Areas will be retained and restocking plans will help to diversify the species
composition, the loss of much of the crucial link along the eastern bank of Llyn Brianne, as well as the
fast rate and large size of felling compartments will be detrimental to the value of this site as red
squirrel habitat.

Map 31: Site 11b. - Nant yr Hwch (leasehold) - Felling Plan
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No. 12
MANAGER: SCOTTISH WOODLANDS
SITE: Cefn Ystrad Ffin
SITE CENTRE: SN797446
SIZE: 592.15ha
SITE OVERVIEW: Connected to privately-managed Nant y Bai and Cwn Henog, and also to
broadleaved woodlands in the Tywi valley at Rhandirmwyn. There has been extensive clear-felling in
recent years. Although dominated by Sitka spruce, there are Key Areas of lodgepole pine and larch on
this site. All Key Areas of lodgepole pine are to be kept in Long Term Retention, although the larch is
likely to be lost in the near future due to the threat of Phytophthora ramorum.
SITE OBJECTIVES: This forest is managed as a commercial investment under UKWAS guidelines;
local factors such as the presence of red squirrel will be incorporated where practicable. Restocking
plans will include small-seeded species where appropriate and arboreal connectivity will be retained
wherever possible.
FOREST MANAGEMENT TO PROMOTE RED SQUIRREL CONSERVATION:
Arboreal connectivity:
There has been extensive clear-felling in recent years which threatens arboreal connectivity.
Opportunities will be considered to provide this connectivity between compartments using best
practice under the UK Forest Standard.
Key Areas:
There are Key Areas of lodgepole pine and larch to the south of this site. All Key Areas of lodgepole
pine on this site are to be kept in Long Term Retention, although the larch is likely to be lost due to the
threat of Phytophthora ramorum.
Tree species enhancement:
Indicative restocking plans include 75% Sitka spruce, 15% mixed conifer (Norway spruce / Scots pine /
Douglas fir) and 10% mixed small-seeded broadleaves. Spruces will be planted at mid and higher
elevations and Douglas fir at lower elevations.
THREATS: Extensive clear felling leading to the loss of arboreal connectivity.
GREY SQUIRREL CONTROL: Occasional control in the past under contract, plus grey squirrel control
Carried out on a voluntary basis by an MWRSP volunteer.
FELLING: Much of the site within 2 x felling phases up to 2025. Compartments will be felled as phased
coupes within the felling periods. Compartments scheduled to be felled will require adjacent
compartments to have been established as per the UK forest standard.
RESTOCKING: 75% Sitka spruce and 10% mixed small-seeded broadleaves along riparian zones and
in small corners of compartments in conjunction with open ground. In the higher elevation
compartments there will be 15% Norway spruce / Scots pine and in the lower elevation compartments:
15% Douglas fir, in pure species groups.
CURRENT CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS: 3/5
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CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS FOLLOWING PLANNED MANAGEMENT: 3/5
DIRECTION OF CHANGE: STABLE
Key Areas of lodgepole pine will be retained and restocking plans will help to diversify the species
composition. Felling compartments are large in size; however, some of the felling compartments will
be dependant on adjacent tree growth, ensuring a degree of connectivity throughout the site.

Map 32: Site 12. - Cefn Ystrad Ffin - Felling Plan
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No. 13
MANAGER: SCOTTISH WOODLANDS
SITE: Cwm Henog.
SITE CENTRE: SN818480
SIZE: 593.28ha
SITE OVERVIEW: Situated to the north of Cefn Ystrad Ffin and connected to Dinas and NRWmanaged Esgair Dafydd. Dominated by Sitka spruce with some larch; although there has been some
clear-felling in recent years, much of the arboreal connectivity across this site has been retained.
SITE OBJECTIVES: This forest is managed as a commercial investment under UKWAS guidelines;
local factors such as the presence of red squirrel will be incorporated where practicable. Grade 1 Key
Areas are low yield, made up of mainly lodgepole pine and will be kept in Long Term Retention.
FOREST MANAGEMENT TO PROMOTE RED SQUIRREL CONSERVATION:
Arboreal connectivity:
Arboreal connectivity is currently relatively intact on this site. Although much forest cover will be lost in
the process of planned felling over the next 5 years, staged clear-fells in a matrix of compartments will
not overly impact on the arboreal connectivity across this site.
Key Areas:
Grade 1 Key Areas in 2 small compartments, consisting mainly of lodgepole pine, will be kept in long
Term Retention. There are also a few small areas of grade 3 key species, which are young Norway
spruce or Scots pine crops.
Tree species enhancement:
Restocking plans include 15% Norway spruce/Scots pine to increase species diversity on the site.
THREATS: Extensive clear felling leading to the loss of arboreal connectivity..
GREY SQUIRREL CONTROL: None at present, occasional control in the past under contract.
FELLING: Several compartments as detailed on the felling map for this site in 2 phases up to 2025.
RESTOCKING: 75%, Sitka spruce and 15% Norway spruce / Scots pine in pure species groups. 10%
mixed small-seeded broadleaves to feature along riparian zones and in small corners of compartments
in conjunction with open ground.
CURRENT CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS: 3/5
CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS FOLLOWING PLANNED MANAGEMENT: 4/5
DIRECTION OF CHANGE: POSITIVE
All of the Key Areas of mature lodgepole pine will be retained and restocking plans will help to diversify
the species composition. Grade 3 Key Areas will develop into suitable red squirrel habitat over time.
Staged clear-fells in a matrix of compartments will not overly impact on the arboreal connectivity
across this site, ensuring a degree of connectivity throughout most of the site.
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Map 33: Site 13. - Cwm Henog.- Felling Plan
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No. 14
MANAGER: HUW DENMAN & PHIL MORGAN
SITE: Bryn Arau Duon
SITE CENTRE: SN739487
SIZE: 692 ha
SITE OVERVIEW: Bryn Arau Duon a single forest situated to the west of NRW-managed Dalarwen,
Approximately 592 hectares is Sitka spruce, 17 hectares is Japanese larch, 13 hectares is broadleaved and
10 hectares is lodgepole pine. The remainder is open ground.
SITE OBJECTIVES: The primary objective is to increase and optimise the capital value of these forests and
to create income from growing and selling timber. Since it was acquired in 1998, maintaining and enhancing
the red squirrel population and red squirrel habitat is an important secondary objective throughout the forest.
Key Areas are managed with red squirrel conservation as a primary objective.
FOREST MANAGEMENT TO PROMOTE RED SQUIRREL CONSERVATION:
Arboreal connectivity:
Management is aimed at transforming this site from an even-aged structure to continuous cover forest
management (CCF). This is achieved by thinning and selective felling interventions at approximately 4 year
intervals, along with recruitment of younger age classes and diverse tree species from natural regeneration
and trees planted under the canopy of the original crop. Minimum clearfelling has been carried out since
1999 and few clearfells are planned in the long term. Arboreal connectivity is therefore maintained right
across the whole forest.
Arboreal connectivity exists with adjacent woodlands, including Gwenffrwd & Dinas RSPB bird reserve, Allt
Rhyd-y-groes NNR and other adjacent woodlands in the upper Cothi valley and the Doethie and Gwenffrwd
valleys, including the NRW-managed Dalarwen plantation. Many of the adjacent broadleaved woodlands
provide arboreal connections which can be utilised for grey squirrel breeding and dispersal.
Key Areas:
20.5 ha are managed as Key Areas for red squirrels (natural reserves); selected on the basis of being the
most suitable red squirrel habitat. These are primarily lodgepole pine stands, with some larch and spruce,
all of which are managed on a minimum intervention basis. Arboreal connectivity between Key Areas is
maintained by using continuous cover in adjacent stands. Management of Key Areas includes operations to
enhance stand resilience and tree health, increase crown cover and cone production and to maintain and
enhance tree species diversity (of trees suitable for red squirrels). This has mainly involved thinning to
waste to favour pine species.
17+ hectares of Japanese larch had been identified as Long Term Retentions (LTR) which provides value to
red squirrels as feeding areas. However, the future of larch is uncertain due to disease threat, and their
future as LTRs may be no longer valid for the period of this Plan.
Tree species enhancement:
A programme of under-planting is carried out annually to increase species diversity. The main tree species
planted are Douglas fir, western red cedar and Norway spruce. Where small clearfells are carried out,
lodgepole pine and Scots pine are planted in mixture with the main species, Sitka spruce. In addition, Scots
pine, small seeded broadleaves and shrubs are planted on restored borrow pits and quarries.
Monitoring:
Annual monitoring of red squirrels is carried out under license by cage trapping. Red squirrels are captured,
weighed, sexed, assessed for condition, and following PIT tagging or scanning are released.
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THREATS: The proximity of Bryn Arau Duon to large seeded broadleaved stands presents a significant risk
by providing habitat for grey squirrels to breed, from which they can disperse into red squirrel Key Areas.
Bryn Arau Duon is connected to the east to the NRW managed woodland Dalarwen by broadleaved
woodlands and hedgerows which act as a link. However, much of the boundary of Dalarwen has been felled
and there is a great danger that the red squirrels in Bryn Arau Duon will become completely isolated, thus
reducing the chance of survival of this population.
GREY SQUIRREL CONTROL: A programme of grey squirrel control using single capture cage traps is
carried out several times a year. Control is undertaken on this site, as well as in neighbouring broadleaved
woodlands in order to reduce the grey squirrel numbers in the locality..
FELLING/THINNING: No felling or thinning will take place during the period of this Plan.
RESTOCKING: Under-planting as detailed above. Restocking is not applicable during this planning period.
CURRENT CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS: 5/5
CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS FOLLOWING PLANNED MANAGEMENT: 5/5
DIRECTION OF CHANGE: STABLE
On-going grey squirrel control will ensure that the population of grey squirrels on this site remains low.
Maintenance of Key Areas of lodgepole pine will continue to benefit the red squirrel population. CCF
management will not impact on the arboreal connectivity across this site, ensuring a degree of connectivity
throughout.

Map 34: Site 14. - Bryn Arau Duon
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No. 15
MANAGER: HUW DENMAN & PHIL MORGAN
SITE: Bryn Mawr and Llyn Y Gwaith
SITE CENTRE: SN668506
SIZE: 180 ha
SITE OVERVIEW: Part of the Ceredigion Forest Network, sandwiched between the NRW-managed
Clywedog plantation and privately-managed Bryn Coch Bryn Mawr and Llyn y Gwaith are both are
predominantly mature or semi-mature Sitka spruce, but with minor areas of lodgepole pine and larch.
Most of the forest has been restocked with Sitka spruce post 1993. Part of this site is managed as
Continuous Cover Forest (CCF) and part and by clear-felling followed by replanting.
SITE OBJECTIVES: The primary objective is to increase and optimise the capital value of these
forests and to create income from growing and selling timber. Since it was acquired in 1998,
maintaining and enhancing the red squirrel population and red squirrel habitat has been an important
secondary objective throughout the forest. Key Areas are managed with red squirrel conservation as a
primary objective.
FOREST MANAGEMENT TO PROMOTE RED SQUIRREL CONSERVATION:
Arboreal connectivity:
In Bryn Mawr, 26 hectares was planned for felling over the previous five year period. Approximately 12
hectares of this has been felled following catastrophic windthrow. However, there are sufficient
suitable habitat connections in place to enable squirrel movement within the site.
Management of CCF areas is aimed at transforming this section of the site from an even-aged
structure to continuous cover forest management. This is achieved by thinning and selective felling
interventions at approximately 4 year intervals, along with recruitment of younger age classes and
diverse tree species from natural regeneration and trees planted under the canopy of the original crop.
These sites sit between the NRW-managed Clywedog plantation and privately-managed Bryn Coch.
Large clear-fells in adjacent sites have severed arboreal connectivity in some places. Although some
clear-fellings may take place in Bryn Mawr following the 2017 review of management, any clear-fells
will be small in area, and located to minimise loss of arboreal connectivity. Future plans are to thin
wherever possible. It is expected therefore that arboreal connectivity can be maintained within the
forest. Arboreal connectivity to adjacent sites will be restored within 5 to 10 years following restocking
and canopy closure of restocked sites.
Key Areas:
2.5 ha are managed as Key Areas for red squirrels (natural reserves); selected on the basis of being
the most suitable red squirrel habitat.
Tree species enhancement:
CCF areas have been under-planted with Douglas fir and western red cedar. Clear-fell sites have
primarily been replanted with Sitka spruce with approximately 12% lodgepole pine / Scots pine, about
5% Douglas fir and western red cedar and 5% small seeded broadleaves. In addition, Scots pine,
small seeded broadleaves and shrubs are planted on restored borrow pits and quarries.
THREATS: Large clear-fellings in adjacent sites could lead to isolation and local extinction of the red
squirrel population.
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GREY SQUIRREL CONTROL: The grant funding for this site has expired and therefore grey squirrel
control will need to be funded directly by the forest owner in future, and agreed on an annual basis.
Funding has been committed for the current financial year, although it is not guaranteed for
subsequent years.
FELLING/THINNING:
Bryn Mawr: There are no current clear-felling proposals, although parts of compartment 7 were
planned and approved for felling in the now obsolete BWW plan. The management plan is now under
review with the aim of producing a new plan by July 2017. The review will also include assessment
and review of clear-felling areas. Any clear-fells will be small in area, and located to minimise loss of
arboreal connectivity.
Llyn y Gwaith: No felling is planned prior to 2022, at which point arboreal connectivity will have been
restored in adjacent crops in Bryn Mawr.
RESTOCKING: Sitka spruce with approximately 12% lodgepole pine / Scots pine, 5% Douglas fir and
western red cedar and 5% small seeded broadleaves.
CURRENT CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS: 4/5
CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS FOLLOWING PLANNED MANAGEMENT: 4/5
DIRECTION OF CHANGE: STABLE
On-going grey squirrel control will ensure that the population of grey squirrels on this site remains low.
Maintenance of Key Areas will continue to benefit the red squirrel population. The proposed restocking
and under-planting will benefit tree species diversity and provide more Key Areas for red squirrels.
Limited, well-designed clear-fells will not overly impact on the arboreal connectivity across this site.

Map 35: Site 15. - Bryn Mawr and Llyn Y Gwaith
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No. 16
MANAGER: NATURAL RESOURCES WALES
SITE: Dalarwen
SITE CENTRE: SN783501
SIZE: 590 ha.
SITE OVERVIEW: Dalarwen is an upland site with low exposure; it is dominated by conifer tree species
but has increased opportunity for species diversity. This site is managed under a clearfell and restock
system, with thinning and LISS management where possible to increase the structural diversity of the
forest and increase the range of tree species and the ecological potential of the site. Connected to the
west to privately-managed Bryn Arau Duon, where there is a documented red squirrel presence, this site
consists predominantly of Sitka spruce with several small areas of lodgepole pine and larch near Llyn
Brianne and on the steep slopes of Cwm Doethie. There are also some areas of mature Norway spruce. A
large amount of the central and western part of Dalarwen was clear-felled previously, including some
areas of lodgepole pine and larch. However much of this area is now recovering with tree growth of over 4
metres.
SITE OBJECTIVES: This site is managed for predominantly for timber production. However
management for protected species such as red squirrel, water vole and merlin populations is also
significant, as is appropriate management of riparian corridors and acidification prevention measures.
FOREST MANAGEMENT TO PROMOTE RED SQUIRREL HABITAT:
Arboreal connectivity:
Although until recently, arboreal connectivity was quite poor across this site due to the large area that had
been clear-felled, some compartments are now recovering. A degree of connectivity will be retained
across the site even when the scheduled fellings have been undertaken. This site has important links for
red squirrels to enable movement to other parts of the Focal Site and to Key Areas (Links 19, 21 & 22 in
the 2012 Habitat Report). Link 19 is important for red squirrels moving west and east between Key Areas,
as there is very little other habitat that squirrels can use to move in this direction. However, this area is
scheduled to be felled as part of Phytophthora ramorum control measures. There is a substantial element
of spruce within the larch in this compartment; if the spruce was to be retained it would be vulnerable to
windblow and therefore retention of the spruce would compromise the effectiveness of this compartment
as a linkage component. Unfortunately this important link will be lost.
Key Areas:
This site has several areas of lodgepole pine and larch. One small sub-compartment near Llyn Brianne
consists of mature Norway spruce and there are also a few old Norway spruce trees near Nant y Bryniau
(SN785492). Felling compartments have been designed to retain as much lodgepole pine as possible,
whilst ensuing the safe removal of the larch with skyline equipment. Due to the threat of Phytophthora
ramorum, the larch will be felled.
Tree species enhancement:
The NRW policy to diversify restocking and to plant ‘red squirrel-friendly’ species where possible with 65%
or less Sitka spruce on most sites and 20% other conifers, such as Scots pine and Norway spruce will
diversify the species composition and help to provide more suitable habitat for red squirrels over the long
term.
THREATS: Extensive clear felling, partly as a result of Phytophthora ramorum control measures leading
to the loss of key areas and arboreal connectivity and to the possible local extinction of red squirrel
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populations.
GREY SQUIRREL CONTROL: None.
FELLING: Several compartments in the 2017 – 21 felling period. 2 of the compartments contain areas of
lodgepole pine. The felling plan for these 2 compartments has been re-designed to allow for retention of a
minimum of 70% of lodgepole pine; up to 30% lodgepole pine within these compartments may be felled to
ensure safe harvesting of the Sitka spruce with skyline equipment.
Unfortunately Link 19 is scheduled to be felled as part of Phytophthora ramorum control measures.
RESTOCKING: NRW has a policy of diversifying the restocking to take opportunities of site quality and
contribute to resilience and biodiversity. Opportunities to plant ‘red squirrel-friendly’ species will be used
where possible and to contribute to improving linkage and habitat. On the majority of sites 65% or less of
Sitka spruce will be used with 20% other conifers, such as Scots pine and Norway spruce, along with
small-seeded broadleaves. Open space associated with peatland restoration will be a feature on some
sites; however planning will be extended to providing linkage in the long term across these areas.
CURRENT CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS: 4/5
CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS FOLLOWING PLANNED MANAGEMENT: 3/5
DIRECTION OF CHANGE: NEGATIVE
Despite the proposed felling of some areas with Key Species, much of the Key Areas on this site will be
retained and will continue to benefit the red squirrel population. The NRW restocking policy will benefit
tree species diversity and provide more Key Areas for red squirrels in the long term. The loss of an
important link area on this site as part of Phytophthora ramorum control measures will limit red squirrel
movement across this site.

Map 36: Site 16.Dalarwen - Felling Plan
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No. 17
MANAGER: NATURAL RESOURCES WALES
SITE: Bron-yr-Helm & Cefn Isaf
SITE CENTRE: SN793550
SIZE: 1,436 ha
SITE OVERVIEW: An upland site with high exposure; a large section of the south western Tywi,
dominated by Sitka spruce with some larch and lodgepole pine. Opportunities will be taken to diversify
species where better soils occur, even where these are isolated pockets. This site is managed under a
clear-fell and restock system, with thinning and LISS management where possible to increase the
structural diversity of the forest and increase the range of tree species and the ecological potential of
the site.
SITE OBJECTIVES: This site is managed for predominantly for timber production. However
management for protected species such as red squirrel, water vole and merlin populations is also
significant, as is appropriate management of deep peat areas, riparian corridors and acidification
prevention measures.
FOREST MANAGEMENT TO PROMOTE RED SQUIRREL CONSERVATION:
Arboreal connectivity:
Arboreal connectivity has become fragmented due to several large scale clear-fells in recent years. The
compartment to the northeast of this site scheduled for felling in 2018 is surrounded by very young
forestry; felling this whole compartment would have resulted in north-south connectivity being lost.
Plans therefore have been amended to retain sections of this compartment until trees in the adjacent
compartments are at least 4 metres high.
Key Areas:
There are a number of Key Areas of lodgepole pine. Felling plans have been amended to allow
retention of some of the lodgepole pine. The larch on this site will be felled in 2020 – 21 due to the threat
of Phytophthora ramorum.
Tree species enhancement:
The NRW policy to diversify restocking and to plant ‘red squirrel-friendly’ species where possible with
65% or less Sitka spruce on most sites and 20% other conifers, such as Scots pine and Norway spruce
will diversify the species composition and help to provide more suitable habitat for red squirrels over the
long term.
THREATS: Extensive clear felling, partly as a result of Phytophthora ramorum control measures,
leading to the loss of arboreal connectivity and local extinction of red squirrel populations.
GREY SQUIRREL CONTROL: None
FELLING: 3 compartments in the 2017 – 21 felling period, as shown on the felling map for this site.
RESTOCKING: NRW has a policy of diversifying the restocking to take opportunities of site quality and
contribute to resilience and biodiversity. Opportunities to plant ‘red squirrel-friendly’ species will be
used where possible and to contribute to improving linkage and habitat. On the majority of sites 65% or
less of Sitka spruce will be used with 20% other conifers, such as Scots pine and Norway spruce, along
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with small-seeded broadleaves. Open space associated with peatland restoration will be a feature on
some sites; however planning will be extended to providing linkage in the long term across these areas.
CURRENT CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS: 3/5
CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS FOLLOWING PLANNED MANAGEMENT: 3/5
DIRECTION OF CHANGE: STABLE
The proposed felling will have a negative impact on arboreal connectivity across this site. Despite the
loss of larch due to Phytophthora ramorum control measures, much of the Grade 1 Key Areas on this
site will be retained and will continue to benefit the red squirrel population. The NRW restocking
policy and recent restocking already undertaken will benefit tree species diversity and provide more
Key Areas for red squirrels in the long term.

Map 37: Site 17. - Bron-yr-Helm & Cefn Isaf - Felling Plan
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No. 18
MANAGER: NATURAL RESOURCES WALES
SITE: Esgair Gelli
SITE CENTRE: SN785586
SIZE: 1,625 ha
SITE OVERVIEW: An upland site with high exposure; to the west of the river Tywi and directly to the
north of Bron-yr-helm. There is some arboreal connectivity and although dominated by Sitka spruce
there are significant amounts of larch, Norway spruce and lodgepole pine. .Opportunities will be
taken to diversify species where better soils occur, even where these are isolated pockets. This site
is managed under a clear-fell and restock system, with thinning and LISS management where
possible to increase the structural diversity of the forest and increase the range of tree species and
the ecological potential of the site.
SITE OBJECTIVES: This site is managed for predominantly for timber production. However
management for protected species such as red squirrel, water vole and merlin populations is also
significant, as is appropriate management of deep peat areas, riparian corridors and acidification
prevention measures.
FOREST MANAGEMENT TO PROMOTE RED SQUIRREL CONSERVATION:
Arboreal connectivity:
Former large scale fellings have resulted in this site becoming fragmented, although arboreal
connectivity to the north of the site is still relatively intact and there is some form of connectivity
across the whole site. A compartment to the west of this site is identified in the 2012 Habitat Report
as “Link 12 – A link to a significant Key Area of lodgepole pine (which) is in danger of becoming

completely isolated if this area is clear felled in the near future. There is a stand of young Norway
spruce just to the south of this link area which will eventually form a good link to the Key Area. It is
important that this link is not clear felled until such a time as the area of Norway spruce is at least 4 m
high.” Unfortunately, Link 12 will be clear-felled due to the fact that much of this compartment has
already been largely lost due to windblow; the size of the windblown area doubled between 2012 and
2016; this measure will isolate the area of Norway spruce.
Key Areas:
There are significant areas of larch, Norway spruce and lodgepole pine. The larch on this site will be
felled in 2020 – 21 due to the threat of Phytophthora ramorum. Lodgepole pine present in one of the
compartments to be felled in 2017- 21 will be retained.
Tree species enhancement:
The NRW policy to diversify restocking and to plant ‘red squirrel-friendly’ species where possible with
65% or less Sitka spruce on most sites and 20% other conifers, such as Scots pine and Norway
spruce will diversify the species composition and help to provide more suitable habitat for red
squirrels over the long term.
THREATS: Extensive clear felling leading to the loss of arboreal connectivity and local extinction of
red squirrel populations.
GREY SQUIRREL CONTROL: None.
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FELLING: Several compartments in the 2017–21 felling period as shown on the felling map for this
site, including the compartment described in the Habitat Report as ‘Link 12’.
RESTOCKING: NRW has a policy of diversifying the restocking to take opportunities of site quality
and contribute to resilience and biodiversity. Opportunities to plant ‘red squirrel-friendly’ species will
be used where possible and to contribute to improving linkage and habitat. On the majority of sites
65% or less of Sitka spruce will be used with 20% other conifers, such as Scots pine and Norway
spruce, along with small-seeded broadleaves. Open space associated with peatland restoration will
be a feature on some sites; however planning will be extended to providing linkage in the long term
across these areas.
CURRENT CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS: 4/5
CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS FOLLOWING PLANNED MANAGEMENT: 3/5
DIRECTION OF CHANGE: NEGATIVE
Proposed fellings to the south of this site will have an adverse impact on both north-south and eastwest connectivity. Most of the Key Areas will be retained and will continue to benefit the red squirrel
population. The NRW restocking policy will benefit tree species diversity and provide more Key Areas
for red squirrels in the long term. The loss of an important link area on this site will limit red squirrel
movement to an important Key Area.

Map 38: Site 18. - Esgair Gelli - Felling Plan
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No. 19
MANAGER: NATURAL RESOURCES WALES
SITE: Moel Prysgau & Bryn Crwn
SITE CENTRE: SN815624
SIZE: 1,212 ha
SITE OVERVIEW: Upland sites with high exposure; located at the northern end of the Tywi forest,
Moel Prysgau & Bryn Crwn link with privately-managed Nant yr Hwch and Esgair Cloddiad North to
the south. The sites are dominated by Sitka spruce with some areas of lodgepole pine and larch and
are possible peat restoration sites. These sites are managed under a clear-fell and restock system,
with thinning and LISS management where possible to increase the structural diversity of the forest
and increase the range of tree species and the ecological potential of the site. Opportunities will be
taken to diversify species where better soils occur, even where these are isolated pockets.
SITE OBJECTIVES: This site is managed for predominantly for timber production. However
management for protected species such as red squirrel, water vole and merlin populations is also
significant, as is appropriate management of deep peat areas, riparian corridors and acidification
prevention measures.
FOREST MANAGEMENT TO PROMOTE RED SQUIRREL CONSERVATION:
Arboreal connectivity:
This site currently has moderate to good arboreal connectivity. However, several large clear-fells
throughout this site during the period of this plan will negatively impact on arboreal connectivity. The
important link region to the south of this site has not yet recovered sufficiently to provide suitable
habitat for red squirrels.
Key Areas:
There are a number of key Areas of lodgepole pine. There is a small amount of lodgepole pine
present in a northerly compartment due for felling; the shape of the felling compartment has been
revised to retain the lodgepole pine. The larch on this site will be felled in 2020-21 due to the threat of

Phytophthora ramorum.
Tree species enhancement:
The NRW policy to diversify restocking and to plant ‘red squirrel-friendly’ species where possible with
65% or less Sitka spruce on most sites and 20% other conifers, such as Scots pine and Norway
spruce will diversify the species composition and help to provide more suitable habitat for red
squirrels over the long term.
THREATS: A possible peat restoration site; woodland cover, including Key Areas would not be
retained if they were to be isolated by bog restoration.
GREY SQUIRREL CONTROL: None
FELLING: Several compartments in the 2017 – 21 felling period, as shown on the felling map for this
site.
RESTOCKING: NRW has a policy of diversifying the restocking to take opportunities of site quality
and contribute to resilience and biodiversity. Opportunities to plant ‘red squirrel-friendly’ species will
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be used where possible and to contribute to improving linkage and habitat. On the majority of sites
65% or less of Sitka spruce will be used with 20% other conifers, such as Scots pine and Norway
spruce, along with small-seeded broadleaves. Open space associated with peatland restoration will
be a feature on some sites; however planning will be extended to providing linkage in the long term
across these areas.
CURRENT CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS: 3/5
CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS FOLLOWING PLANNED MANAGEMENT: 2/5
DIRECTION OF CHANGE: NEGATIVE
Several large clear-fells throughout this site during the period of this plan will have a negative impact
on arboreal connectivity. Despite the proposed felling of areas of larch due to Phytophthora ramorum
control measures, most of the Grade 1 Key Areas will be retained and will continue to benefit the red
squirrel population. The NRW restocking policy along with recent restocking already undertaken will
benefit tree species diversity and provide more Key Areas for red squirrels in the long term.

Map 39: Site 19. - Moel Prysgau & Bryn Crwn - Felling Plan
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No. 20
MANAGER: NATURAL RESOURCES WALES
SITE: Fannog
SITE CENTRE: SN819513
SIZE: 372 ha
SITE OVERVIEW: Fannog is an upland site with low exposure; to the east of Llyn Brianne and connected
to the north to privately owned Nant-yr-Hwch. It has a wide diversity of tree species, although much of the
lodgepole pine has suffered from disease and has died, the surviving pine are healthy. Although natural
regeneration of pine and mixed broadleaves is occurring, heavy pine mortality has led to poor arboreal
connectivity in some areas. This site is managed under a clear-fell and restock system, with thinning and
LISS management where possible to increase the structural diversity of the forest and increase the range
of tree species and the ecological potential of the site. site
SITE OBJECTIVES: This site is managed for predominantly for timber production. However
management for protected species such as red squirrel, water vole and merlin populations is also
significant, as is appropriate management of riparian corridors and acidification prevention measures.
FOREST MANAGEMENT TO PROMOTE RED SQUIRREL CONSERVATION:
Arboreal connectivity:
Much of the arboreal connectivity is recovering on this site, with connectivity relatively good across the
site. Although felling plans will impact on arboreal connectivity, some connectivity will be retained across
the site. To the north of this site is an area of Sitka spruce referred to as link 18 in the 2012 Habitat
Report. This is an important link within Fannog between Key Areas to the west and east. At the present
time there is a reasonable connection, but if this area is clear-felled then there would be limited
connectivity between the Key Areas. The trees in Link 18 will be retained until the surrounding trees are at
least 4 metres high.
Key Areas:
This site has many Key Areas, including Scots pine, lodgepole pine and Norway spruce. One of the
compartments to be clear-felled in the 2017-21 felling period includes a small area of lodgepole pine; the
felling compartment has been revised to retain the lodgepole pine.
Tree species enhancement:
This site already has a wide diversity of tree species including Scots pine, lodgepole pine, Norway spruce,
Sitka spruce as well as oak and downy birch. The NRW policy to diversify restocking and to plant ‘red
squirrel-friendly’ species where possible with 65% or less Sitka spruce on most sites and 20% other
conifers, such as Scots pine and Norway spruce will diversify the species composition and help to provide
more suitable habitat for red squirrels over the long term.
THREATS: Clear felling leading to the loss of arboreal connectivity and local extinction of red squirrel
populations.
GREY SQUIRREL CONTROL: None
FELLING: Three compartments to be clear felled in the 2017 – 21 felling period. The lodgepole pine on this
site will be retained.
RESTOCKING: NRW has a policy of diversifying the restocking to take opportunities of site quality and
contribute to resilience and biodiversity. Opportunities to plant ‘red squirrel-friendly’ species will be used
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where possible and to contribute to improving linkage and habitat. On the majority of sites 65% or less of
Sitka spruce will be used with 20% other conifers, such as Scots pine and Norway spruce, along with
small-seeded broadleaves. Open space associated with peatland restoration will be a feature on some
sites; however planning will be extended to providing linkage in the long term across these areas.
CURRENT CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS: 3/5
CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS FOLLOWING PLANNED MANAGEMENT: 4/5
DIRECTION OF CHANGE: POSITIVE
Much of the arboreal connectivity is recovering on this site, with connectivity now relatively good across
the site. The section of this site under LISS management will ensure that arboreal connectivity is retained
across this area, connecting several Key Areas. Although felling plans will impact on arboreal
connectivity, this will not be overly detrimental, leaving some form of connectivity across the site. Despite
the proposed felling of areas of larch due to Phytophthora ramorum control measures, much of the Grade
1 Key Areas on this site will be retained and will continue to benefit the red squirrel population. The NRW
restocking policy, along with recent restocking already undertaken will benefit tree species diversity and
provide more Key Areas for red squirrels in the long term.

Map 40: Site 20. - Fannog - Felling Plan
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No. 21
MANAGER: NATURAL RESOURCES WALES
SITE: Cwm Berwyn & Esgair Maen
SITE CENTRE: SN732565
SIZE: 1,846 ha
SITE OVERVIEW: A large upland site with high exposure; located to the north of the Ceredigion
Network. Comprised mainly of Sitka spruce although there is also a wide range of tree species
suitable for red squirrels including whole stands of lodgepole pine and pine in mixture with Sitka
spruce. Much of Cwm Berwyn is allocated as a possible peat restoration site. The site is managed
under a clear-fell and restock system, with thinning and LISS management where possible to
increase the structural diversity of the forest and increase the range of tree species and the
ecological potential of the site. Opportunities will be taken to diversify species where better soils
occur, even where these are isolated pockets.
SITE OBJECTIVES: This site is managed for predominantly for timber production. However
management for protected species such as red squirrel, water vole and merlin populations is also
significant, as is appropriate management of deep peat areas, riparian corridors and acidification
prevention measures.
FOREST MANAGEMENT TO PROMOTE RED SQUIRREL CONSERVATION:
Arboreal connectivity:
There is generally good arboreal connectivity throughout this section of forest, with areas of LISS
which correspond with stands of lodgepole pine, Two of the compartments scheduled to be felled
between 2017 – 21 are identified in the 2012 Habitat Report as “Links 8 and 9 – At this location the

forest has a large open area in the centre and so red squirrels moving south to north are reliant on
the two bands of forest on either side of Esgair Llethr. At the present time the west band is open
ground and so this east band formed by links 8 and 9 is the only route squirrels could take to travel
north or south”. The compartments due to be felled to the east, have therefore been subdivided and
will be felled in long sections to retain connectivity. The section linking the two Key Areas will be
retained in the long term. The rest of this compartment will not be felled until a new link is
established on the western side. However if this site is confirmed as a peat restoration site, this
whole compartment would be felled.
Key Areas:
There are a wide range of tree species suitable for red squirrels including whole stands of lodgepole
pine and pine in mixture with Sitka spruce. There is also a significant stand of Key Area grade 1
adjacent to link areas 8 & 9 to which links will be retained as a result of the revised felling plans. The
larch on this site will be felled in 2020 – 21 due to the threat of Phytophthora ramorum.
Tree species enhancement:
The NRW policy to diversify restocking and to plant ‘red squirrel-friendly’ species where possible with
65% or less Sitka spruce on most sites and 20% other conifers, such as Scots pine and Norway
spruce will diversify the species composition and help to provide more suitable habitat for red
squirrels over the long term.
THREATS: A possible peat restoration site; Key Areas would not be retained if they were to be
isolated by bog restoration.
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GREY SQUIRREL CONTROL: None
FELLING: Several compartments will be felled in the 2017 – 21 felling period, as shown on the felling
map for this site.
RESTOCKING: NRW has a policy of diversifying the restocking to take opportunities of site quality
and contribute to resilience and biodiversity. Opportunities to plant ‘red squirrel-friendly’ species will
be used where possible and to contribute to improving linkage and habitat. On the majority of sites
65% or less of Sitka spruce will be used with 20% other conifers, such as Scots pine and Norway
spruce, along with small-seeded broadleaves. Open space associated with peatland restoration will
be a feature on some sites; however planning will be extended to providing linkage in the long term
across these areas.
CURRENT CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS: 4/5
CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS FOLLOWING PLANNED MANAGEMENT: 4/5
DIRECTION OF CHANGE: STABLE
There is generally good arboreal connectivity throughout this section of forest, with areas of LISS
which correspond with stands of lodgepole pine. Felling compartments have been designed to retain
much of the current arboreal connectivity. Despite the proposed felling of areas of larch due to
Phytophthora ramorum control measures, much of the Grade 1 Key Areas on this site will be retained
and will continue to benefit the red squirrel population. The NRW restocking policy along with recent
restocking already undertaken will benefit tree species diversity and provide more Key Areas for red
squirrels in the long term.
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Map 41: Site 21. - Cwm Berwyn & Esgair Maen - Felling Plan
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No. 22
MANAGER: NATURAL RESOURCES WALES
SITE: Clywedog
SITE CENTRE: SN651498
SIZE: 220 ha
SITE OVERVIEW: Located at the southern end of the Ceredigion Habitat Network, this is an upland
site with high exposure; the majority of the mature trees are Sitka spruce, with two small Key Areas of
mature lodgepole pine. Managed under a clear-fell and restock system, approximately 30% of the
forest area is less than fifteen years old or has been recently felled and remains un-stocked. Sitka
spruce is the most common restocked species, but there are two areas where Scots pine has been
planted as a major component. Areas of Lower Impact Silvicultural System (LISS) management have
been designated, which will help improve arboreal connectivity in these areas.
SITE OBJECTIVES: This site is managed for predominantly for timber production. However
management for protected species such as red squirrel, water vole and merlin populations is also
significant, as is appropriate management of deep peat areas, riparian corridors and acidification
prevention measures.
FOREST MANAGEMENT TO PROMOTE RED SQUIRREL CONSERVATION:
Arboreal connectivity:
The young age and poor connectivity in Clywedog plantation makes almost one third of it at present
unsuitable for red squirrels. The scheduled fellings, including larch removal will fragment arboreal
connectivity even further. Although the area referred to as link 1 in the 2012 Habitat Report will be
felled, this area formed a link to stands of larch, which will be lost due to Phytophthora ramorum
control measures. Long-term habitat corridors have been designed and are partly in place, but are of
limited use at present due to being at an early stage of development. The planned thinning of the
LISS areas will retain much of the current connectivity in these areas.
Key Areas:
There are 2 small areas of mature lodgepole pine and also 2 areas where Scots pine has been
planted as a major component. The larch on this site will be felled due to the threat of Phytophthora

ramorum
Tree species enhancement:
The NRW policy to diversify restocking and to plant ‘red squirrel-friendly’ species where possible with
65% or less Sitka spruce on most sites and 20% other conifers, such as Scots pine and Norway
spruce will diversify the species composition and help to provide more suitable habitat for red
squirrels over the long term.
THREATS: Forest fragmentation throughout the Ceredigion Forest Network could lead to isolation of
red squirrel populations and cause local extinctions.
GREY SQUIRREL CONTROL: None.
FELLING/THINNING: Felling and larch removal, as shown on the felling map for this site.
RESTOCKING: NRW has a policy of diversifying the restocking to take opportunities of site quality
and contribute to resilience and biodiversity. Opportunities to plant ‘red squirrel-friendly’ species will
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be used where possible and to contribute to improving linkage and habitat. On the majority of sites
65% or less of Sitka spruce will be used with 20% other conifers, such as Scots pine and Norway
spruce, along with small-seeded broadleaves. Open space associated with peatland restoration will
be a feature on some sites; however planning will be extended to providing linkage in the long term
across these areas.
CURRENT CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS: 3/5
CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS FOLLOWING PLANNED MANAGEMENT: 2/5
DIRECTION OF CHANGE: NEGATIVE
Although the proposed thinning of the LISS areas will retain much of the current connectivity, the site
currently has very poor connectivity and several clear-fells, including areas of larch due to
Phytophthora ramorum control measures, will have a negative impact on arboreal connectivity. Most
of the Grade 1 Key Areas will be retained and will continue to benefit the red squirrel population. The
NRW restocking policy, along with recent restocking already undertaken will benefit tree species
diversity and provide more Key Areas for red squirrels in the long term.

Map 42: Site 22. - Clywedog - Felling Plan
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No. 23
MANAGER: NATURAL RESOURCES WALES
SITE: Cwm Irfon.
SITE CENTRE: SN 863514
SIZE: 1,144 ha
SITE OVERVIEW: an upland site with low exposure; to the east of the Red Squirrel Focal site and
adjacent to privately-managed Nant Cerdin. Substantial areas Key Areas exist with lodgepole pine,
Scots pine and Norway spruce, connected to each other by stands of Sitka spruce of various ages.
This site is managed under a clear-fell and restock system, with thinning and LISS management
where possible to increase the structural diversity of the forest and increase the range of tree species
and the ecological potential of the site.
SITE OBJECTIVES: This site is managed for predominantly for timber production. However
management for protected species such as red squirrel, water vole and merlin populations is also
significant, as is appropriate management of riparian corridors and acidification prevention measures.
FOREST MANAGEMENT TO PROMOTE RED SQUIRREL CONSERVATION:
Arboreal connectivity:
Despite previous large clear-fellings to the north of this site, arboreal connectivity is beginning t
recover, and connectivity across this large site is relatively intact. Current management plans are
designed to retain of much of the connectivity in this site. The areas designated as LISS will help to
retain connectivity across these areas in the long term.
Key Areas:
Many substantial Key Areas exist with lodgepole pine, Scots pine and Norway spruce, connected to
each other by stands of Sitka spruce of various ages. The larch on this site will be felled due to the
threat of Phytophthora ramorum
Tree species enhancement:
Key species, including the Scots pine present in the compartment due to be felled in the 2017 – 21
felling period will be retained. The NRW policy to diversify restocking and to plant ‘red squirrelfriendly’ species where possible with 65% or less Sitka spruce on most sites and 20% other conifers,
such as Scots pine and Norway spruce will diversify the species composition and help to provide
more suitable habitat for red squirrels over the long term.
THREATS: The adjacent broadleaved wooded valleys have a high density of grey squirrels.
GREY SQUIRREL CONTROL: None.
FELLING/THINNING: 3 compartments to the south of this site in the 2017-21 felling period.
RESTOCKING: NRW has a policy of diversifying the restocking to take opportunities of site quality
and contribute to resilience and biodiversity. Opportunities to plant ‘red squirrel-friendly’ species will
be used where possible and to contribute to improving linkage and habitat. On the majority of sites
65% or less of Sitka spruce will be used with 20% other conifers, such as Scots pine and Norway
spruce, along with small-seeded broadleaves. Open space associated with peatland restoration will
be a feature on some sites; however planning will be extended to providing linkage in the long term
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across these areas.
CURRENT CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS: 4/5
CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS FOLLOWING PLANNED MANAGEMENT: 4/5
DIRECTION OF CHANGE: STABLE
There is generally good arboreal connectivity throughout this forest, with some areas of LISS. Felling
plans are limited and have been designed to retain much of the current arboreal connectivity. Despite
the proposed felling of areas of larch due to Phytophthora ramorum control measures, much of the
Grade 1 Key Areas on this site will be retained and will continue to benefit the red squirrel population.
The NRW restocking policy, along with recent restocking already undertaken will benefit tree species
diversity and provide more Key Areas for red squirrels. This site would benefit from the
implementation of grey squirrel control.

Map 43: Site 23. - Cwm Irfon - Felling Plan
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No. 24
MANAGER: NATURAL RESOURCES WALES
SITE: Esgair Dafydd
SITE CENTRE: SN820450
SIZE: 655 ha
SITE OVERVIEW: A large upland site with high exposure situated to the south of privately-managed
Cwm Henog and to the east of Cefn Ystrad Ffin. Dominated by Sitka spruce with some areas of
lodgepole pine and larch, this site is managed under a clear-fell and restock system, with thinning
and LISS management where possible to increase the structural diversity of the forest and increase
the range of tree species and the ecological potential of the site. Opportunities will be taken to
diversify species where better soils occur, even where these are isolated pockets.
SITE OBJECTIVES: This site is managed for predominantly for timber production. However
management for protected species such as red squirrel, water vole and merlin populations is also
significant, as is appropriate management of deep peat areas, riparian corridors and acidification
prevention measures.
FOREST MANAGEMENT TO PROMOTE RED SQUIRREL CONSERVATION:
Arboreal connectivity:
Connectivity is currently good across much of this site. Felling plans will impact on arboreal
connectivity to the north of this site, but not overly, as most of the adjacent crops have reached a
height of 4 metres.
Key Areas:
Several Key Areas of lodgepole pine and larch exist; some of the pine is recently planted.
Unfortunately the larch will be felled due to the threat of Phytophthora ramorum. All other Key Areas
will be retained during the period of this Plan. Many of the Key Areas are managed as LISS; this will
ensure the retention of these Key Areas in the long term.
Tree species enhancement:
The NRW policy to diversify restocking and to plant ‘red squirrel-friendly’ species where possible with
65% or less Sitka spruce on most sites and 20% other conifers, such as Scots pine and Norway
spruce will diversify the species composition and help to provide more suitable habitat for red
squirrels over the long term.
THREATS: None identified.
GREY SQUIRREL CONTROL: None.
FELLING/THINNING: 3 compartments in the 2017 – 21 felling period.
RESTOCKING: NRW has a policy of diversifying the restocking to take opportunities of site quality
and contribute to resilience and biodiversity. Opportunities to plant ‘red squirrel-friendly’ species will
be used where possible and to contribute to improving linkage and habitat. On the majority of sites
65% or less of Sitka spruce will be used with 20% other conifers, such as Scots pine and Norway
spruce, along with small-seeded broadleaves. Open space associated with peatland restoration will
be a feature on some sites; however planning will be extended to providing linkage in the long term
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across these areas.
CURRENT CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS: 4/5
CONDITION FOR RED SQUIRRELS FOLLOWING PLANNED MANAGEMENT: 4/5
DIRECTION OF CHANGE: STABLE
Connectivity is currently good across much of this site, with some areas of LISS. Felling plans will
impact on arboreal connectivity to the north of this site, but not overly, as most of the adjacent crops
have reached a height of 4 metres. Despite the proposed felling of areas of larch due to Phytophthora
ramorum control measures, much of the Grade 1 Key Areas on this site will be retained and will
continue to benefit the red squirrel population. The NRW restocking policy, along with recent
restocking already undertaken will benefit tree species diversity and provide more Key Areas for red
squirrels.

Map 44: Site 24. – Esgair Dafydd Felling Plan
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APPENDICES

Map 29: Reported red squirrel sightings in the mid Wales area1990 – 2016
(reference: www.midwalesredsquirrels.org/report-a-red-squirrel-sighting/red-squirrel-sightings-map/)
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TRRE SPECIES CODES / NAMES
DF – Douglas fir Pseudotsuga menziesii
NS – Norway spruce Picea abies
SS – Sitka spruce Picea sitchensis
LP – Lodgepole pine Pinus contorta
SP – Scots pine Pinus sylvestris
OG – Open ground
MC – mixed conifers
MBL/MB – Mixed broadleaves
GLOSSARY:
Arboreal cover – trees over 4 metres in height with canopy coverings at least 30% of the area.
Clear-felling – The felling and harvesting of all or almost all the trees in a compartment or sub-compartment over
0.25 hectares.
Compartment: A defined area of woodland within a larger woodland block, demarcated (for administrative
purposes) by permanent features e.g. roads and streams.
Continuous Cover Forest management (CCF) – Management of forests while maintaining a continuous canopy
cover. It usually involves selection of single trees and small groups of trees for harvesting.
Forest Design Plan (FDP) – A long-term plan which outlines felling and regeneration/restocking over a given period
and takes into account environmental and social functions of the forest as well as economic objectives. This usually
has a series of maps showing attributes such as soil types, environmental features and constraints as well as
proposed felling and regeneration proposals. Many FDPs are driven by visual landscape aesthetics rather than
ecological objectives.
Key Area – Stands of trees within the conifer forest which are managed with red squirrel conservation as the
primary objective. Typically, these stands will be valuable habitat for red squirrels and contain lodgepole pine,
Scots pine, Norway spruce, larch and other suitable diverse tree species. Sitka spruce and/or broadleaved species
are likely to be present in some Key Areas, and will provide diversity of tree species and food supply. Key areas are
graded according to the presence of the main species found in Mid Wales.
Grade 1: Consists of stands of at least 4 metres height of pine, Norway spruce or Douglas fir, sometimes with
adjacent larch or Sitka spruce managed as Long Term Retention (LTR) or as Continuous Cover Forest management
(CCF).
Grade 2: Consists of stands of larch species over 4 metres in height. Many of these areas are currently being felled,
due to the threat of Phytophthora ramorum. Other conifer species (i.e. not included in Grade 1) which were of
potential food or habitat value for red squirrels were also assessed as being Grade 2 Key Areas e.g. Serbian spruce,
Picea omorika.
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Grade 3: Consists of stands of immature pine, larch, Douglas fir and Norway spruce of less than 5 metres height
which will develop into Grade 1 or Grade 2 Key Areas.
Important link regions: Areas that have been identified in the 2012 Habitat Report as ‘Important Links’ where
there are trees still present, which are vital in retaining the arboreal connectivity to Key Areas
Long-Term Retention (LTR) – An area of forest retained for a significant period longer than the normal rotation age
adopted by the forest management regime.
Low Impact Silvicultural System (LISS) – Silvicultural systems including group selection, shelterwood, small coupe
felling, coppice or coppice with standards, minimum intervention and single tree selection system.
Mid Wales Red Squirrel Focal Site – Forests in the area approximately between Pontrhydfendigaid, Llanwrtyd
Wells, Rhandirmwyn, Pumsaint and Lampeter which should be managed with red squirrel conservation as a major
objective, containing a network throughout of Key Areas with arboreal connectivity for red squirrels. Timber
production will be the primary objective in most of this forest area, with red squirrel conservation a major
secondary objective.
Natural Reserve – Area managed for nature conservation as a primary objective in areas where there is particularly
high wildlife interest or potential interest. A term used in the UK Woodland Assurance Standard. Natural reserves
are usually managed as minimum intervention unless alternative management has higher conservation or
biodiversity value.
No arboreal cover – An area with trees less than 4 metres in height or with canopy covering less than 30% of the
area.
PAWS area: An area designated as a ‘Plantation on Ancient Woodland’ These are ancient woodlands that have
been planted with non-native species.
Peat restoration site: An area of land with sufficient depth of peat to warrant restoration to peat bog habitat.
Red squirrel-friendly conifers : Used as a re-stocking term. A mixture of the large-seeded conifers, lodgepole pine,
Scots pine, Douglas fir and/or Norway spruce in different proportions.
Restocking : The planting of an area after a tree crop has been removed.
Thinning: A proportion of stems removed in order to give the best stems space and light to grow into a more
valuable crop. This is usually carried out some time after canopy closure and may be repeated at intervals.
UKWAS: UK Woodland Assurance Standard. An independent certification standard for verifying sustainable
woodland management in the United Kingdom.
Windthrow – Uprooting or snapping of trees by the wind .
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